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Jackson wins big
in Michigan
(AP) — A jubilant Jesse-Jackson, fresh from a knockout
victory in Michigan's primary-style caucuses, vowed Sunda
his Democratic presidential campaign would continue to '•wir,
and grow." .
• 14ckson's resounding Victory on Saturday dealt a sethaLk
to Michael Dukakis' campaign and t possibly fatal blow to
Richard Gephardt'; presidential aspirations.
DJkakis, hit hs his second Ng defeat since.Super Tuesday,
cto ratulated .Jackson. '"I don't think I did -very well in
SJ .,higan." he•said
-Gepl.,...rcit, who trailed the two leaders, was spending Sun-
da!, with his family, deciding what his next move would be.
If the Missouri congressman wants to seek re-election to his
Houseiiiit. tie must file for. the seat by Tuesday afternoon.
. It was the message of the soul. and authentiCity of Jesse
Jackson versus -money and technology — and the people
pies ailed," Jackson told supporters at an airport news con-
,ference in New York's Westchester County. "It's a campaign
of hope ... that will continue to win and grow."
The civil rights actosist ran well across Michigan, but rack-
ed up enormous majorities in Detroit In one of the:city's con-
gressional districts, Jackson's sictors margin was better than
12-1. Overall, he outpolled Dukakis bs a nearly 2-1 margin.
leation quickly turned to the next battleground, heading
for Connecticut, which holds its primary on Tuesday.
With returns from 94 percent of the. voting site's inMichigan.
Jac kson had 107,689, or 55 percent, to 55,337. or 28 percent.
for 1)ukakis Gephardt had 24,995, or 13 percent Sen. Paul
Simon had 4.069, or 2 per:-en:. and -S=, Albert Gore Jr. had
3,11111.or 2 percent.
When Jackson got word of his Michigan victory, he was
alreads campaigning in Wisconsin, which holds its primars on
April 5
•• This is not ms night alone," he told supporters in
Milwaukee Saturdas night "When we. the working people.
stand together, we win "
Dukakis. too, had alreads moved on bs the time the sok.
were counted in Michigan He campaigned hriet1 in Wiscon•
sin, then headed home to Boston and had appearances sc,hedul-
ed Sunday in ( onnecticut
"We•se got lots and lots of contests up ahead." the
Massachusetts gosernor said. -This is a marathon and it's go-
ing to continue to be a marathon "
Dukakis was looking ahead to races like the New York
primary on April 19. with 225 delegates at stake. A poll publish-
ed Sunday in the ,Ses.: York Doily ."Vews indicated he was the
clear favorite, trailed by Jackson
flee JACKSON page 2)
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Lake Placid bound
For UMaine Conch Shawn Walsh and the
NII•lwe ^:krt tesm !he nest step !Oil he
lake Placid for the SC 4 4 semifinals. see
story paste A
Bost announces candidacy for senatorial seat
Rep. Slave OM run for Senator of Distriet II.
Mink Marla
staff •••
Rep. Stephen SI. Bost, D-
Orono, has announced he will
seek the state of Maine's
District 11 'senatorial scat.
If elected, the three-time
Maine House of  Representive
member will represent
Penobscot County in Bradley,
Brewer, Clifton, Eddington,
Greenfield, Holden, Milford,
Orono, Ornngton, and Veazie.
Bost, presently House chair-
man of the Education Commit-
tee, has served on several
educational boards that have
provided millions of dollars to
improve the qualits of educa-
tion at the Unisersity of Maine
"Ms advocacy for the 4
university has been one of the
central elements for my service •
in the legislature," he said.
Bost says that his opportuni-
ty as chair of the Educational
Committee has put him in a
unique position to serve the
UMaine students and faculty.
In 1985, Bost was a prime
sponsor in urging the legislature
to support a Visiting Commit-
tee report that would pros ide
S15 million for supplemental
aid for new programs and con-
struction at (.:Maine.
The legislation was signed by
former Gov. Joseph Brennan
and went into immediate effect.
"This was a major step in
identifying the needs at the
university and signaled the
beginning of a positive relation-
ship between the lawmakers
and the unisersity." said Bost
durtriit a recent interview.
, While seising on the Educa-
tional Committee, Bost sup-
ported an increase of funds for
the Blaine House Scholars, a
program that directs money for
students who plan to enter
teaching.
In addition, he created the
special Commission to Ex-
amine Teacher Education and
chaired the commission for 1
I-2 years-.
The commicsion concentrates
on training and reforms need-
ed for the educational person-
nel in the University of Maine
System.
Last week the commission
agreed on a bill that. if passed
by the lawmakers, would pro-
vide research centers for
UMaine'S education depart-
ment, money for teachers
statewide to enhance their pro-
fessional development and
isee CANDIDATE page 4)
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The Dully News poll had Dukakis
favored by 45 percent of the Democrats
_.4urveyed, to 29 percent for Jesse
None of the three other active
Democratic candidates was favored h)
more than 6 percent of the voters who
participated in the survey
The poll had a margin of error of plus
or minus 4.5 percent
The Massachusetts governor won
precinct caucuses in North Dakota,
hicb *is Just beginning its process of
selecting 15 delegates to the national
Democratic cons ent ions And he also
was *inning Iowa's counts convent tom.
the latest step in that states complicated
delegate- selection process
UMaine
foresters win
Quiz Bowl'
ISM P. Imam
or•ri• Won* Campus
The New England- Societs ,of
American Foresters held its 68th an
—mat meeting at the Lowell Hilton
March 9-11 in Lowell. Mass. The
topic presented was "Development in
the New England Forest. Find.ing
Common Ground "
acuit • students, and alumni
from the Lniversity of Maine as ad!
as practicing foresters in Maine at
tended the meeting
The program- focused on the es er
increasing soctal impact of forests
and open space whik dernknd for
des ciopment also increases
The forests, in order to he assured
their social and C(0001111i role. re-
quires concerned citizens and proles-.
monads alike to become insolsed in
Oar communities Foresters are pro-
fessionals who care about the forests.
in rapidly developing areas in the
New England states and are aware of
concerns they share with others on
wildlife habitat, recreation oppor-
tunities. preservation. and a
lisehhood based on the torest
resource
Solutions 10 deVelOpITC111 retitled
problems can only begin with in-
sols ernents; by taking an act is c role
on your local consersation or plann
mg committees or by ai.-tnety seekins.
the stand point of your legislatorvat
the state les el and letting them know
hots you feel about state
Students from UMaine competed
in the annual Forestry Quiz llowl
against the University of Vermont
and the University of New Hamp-
shire. The three teams competed for
more than an hour with Maine corn
mg out on top by a wide marlin
Questions asked of the contestants
ranged front technical silvscultural to
economics as well as a few historical
trivia questions. Participants on the
Maine team were Pat Adams. David
Fournier. David Hall. 11.aura Lund-
berg. Craig MacLean. and Glenn
Sheehan.
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Announcing the quickest
college credit you'll ever get.
For all the long
lasses you've
sweated through.
and even the ones
yoU're' about to. we're
offering One form of credit
that's sure to be a breeze.
The MH Student Loan.
We've made getting one quick and easy
via our state-of-the-art computerized sys-
tem. Now, not only can we process your
application in a record time of 24 hours, but
by punching a few buttons, our counselors
can tell you the status of your loan in a
. matter of seconds
What's more, after you secure a loan with
us. vou can be secure it will remain with us
Because we would never transfer vs air
Iiian to some unknown institutuin like trifler
banks do
And. if by chance. you already have a
student loan with another bank, that's no
problem Vie can easily consolidate it with
your MH Student Loan.
V* even have a full staff of
education loan everts ready
answer any questicims you
might have. And. some you haven't
even thought of yet ..On any type of
plan you might want.
For instance. if your folks want to help
fund your future at college. you might want
to check out our special tuition plans from
The Tuition Plan. ‘Wre the only bank in the
business to offer these tailor-made payment
plans which include a Monthly Budget Pro-
gram. a Pre-Payment Program.and an Educa-
tion Loan Program.
So before you make The Big Decision on
which bank to go with, take a minute and
call us toll-free for a MH Student Loan
application. 1.1,e've made it all very easy
Because college is hard enough.
Call 1 800 MHT-GRAD
Well help you get where you want to go.
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
STUDENT FEDERAL CREDIT UNION
•' •' •I trout.: :!1):! s.s
3
••
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Reorganization plan worries MAES
* OWN
- Staff-Write.
Officials involved with the Universi-
ty of Maine's Maine :Agricultural Ex-
periment Station say there is some
uneasiness within the station over the
proposed plan for reorganization.
The uncertainty., the officials said,
comes from the concern over the sta-
tion's future administrative structure
once its current director's position is
eliminated under the third draft
proposal. 
.
Current!) the MAES, which last year
received about S7.8 million in research
funds, is headed by the dean of the Col-
lege of Life Sciences and Agriculture. Its
associate director is the dean of the Col-
lege of Forest Resources. •
Under the latest reorganization plan
drafted in mid-Fcbruars, the College of
LSA would be disided withmanqthcr
college and forest resources would retain
its, independent college status.
Agriculture would become a school
within the new
Therefore, with no dean of LSA. the
director's position would open up.
."We don't know where or how it's
going to be organized and there's an
uneasiness within the station — what
might happen to it." said Dean Fred
Knight of Forest Resources. '
Mark Anderson, assistant director for
MAES, said although nothing within the
reorganization plans are final, some
people are afraid that under a different
college the emphasis on research for the
state might change.
"Different colleges have different
things that they reward faculty for."
he said
Research done to sok': Maine pro-
Summer Employment 'Opportunities
With
Merrill/Norstar Bank 
Merrill/Norstar Bank has several challenging opportunl:les
for summer employees. Openings exist for tellers at various
branches and for operafional support star at our Exchange
Sr. office. Mxt-May avartabrthyJs-preterred Ifyotrdestre a
rewarding summer job in a professional work environment,
contact the Human Resources Devi for an appointment
941-6000
Morristiorstar Bar-A
Meow 'I-
'—,--,.,.'
Confused about • • • •
DECLARING A MAJOR?
CHANGING A MAJOR?
This workshop is for YOU!
SELECTING A MAJOR
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Tuesday, March 29, 1988
3:00 p.m.
Sutton Lounge, Mem. Union
DISCUSSION ITEM WILL INCLUDE:
•Methods For Choosing A Major
•Anxieties & Influences In Making A Decision
Or Change
*Linking Your Major To Career Options
*Experiences Of Students Who Changed Their
Majors
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
1
SPONSORED BY THE OFFICE OF CAREER PLANNING & PLACE-
MENT AND THE COUNSELING CENTER
555 %55%% % %%N% %%X% 5555% 5% % 5 5
blems — something that is. .tre*set1
Wilhinihe station, he said, might not be
strongly accepted in ogler colleges.
"-Some people kat that there there
*Ai he potential huts against doing
research for solving the needs of the
state." he said "The fear that the
colleges st ill look down upon it and will
not he rewarded for it
Nnderson said this negatisc has
would -make it harder for us to get the
research done."
Wallace Dunham. dean of I %A, said
that those within the station should not
get o%erl concerned with the proposed
plans because the process-is not over.
"It's a little premature to be overly
s.'oncerned. " he said. *IiVe will adapt
to is hateser cyst. em to accomplish our
mission
"The station could be free standing
and still be able to function." _he said.
• Candidate
(;resory Brown. %lie president pr
Research and Public Service, said ihe
reorganization would not h*ve an nil
pact or the funds from the federal or
state gosernmems •
The government funding agencies, hic
said. "look for the merit of the proieti.
and "the structure is not something the-
are normal) bothered with." he said
But Dunham said whateset struour
comes from the reorganization, the\
work to insure that the station's mi..
"to serse the needs of the people
Maine, the region and the nation, in tha.
order, is maintained."
-7-The--MAES was established in 188'
two years before national legislatievr
established tinuLu units across the ioun-
tty. . •
modernize recruitment Ind YetemOoh-of
the edus.arors.
Bost wasi viva' opponent during the
proposed reorganization plan to
establish a College of Natural Resources
at UNIarne
Under the plan proposed tvs President
DaleLack_ and Vice ' Prmiderki  - for
Academic Affairs John Hitt, Forest
Resources, presently its own college.
would become one of two schools under
this college.
In Feburary. a third proposal drafted
br, the Advisory Committee for
Reorganization, recommended the
--forest resouross-rmain and independent
college.
 (continued from page Ii
"The-E04141/0 f101to OW Irk  
hut tt 1,11*(4%410S-a 9tVp0441-41144-4-4-
an impros mem over .the original
one.- Bost said ,, -
Bost also • opposed establishing
separate electrical engineering program
at the I nirersity of Southern Maine, .•
The EE program *cnt into effect late
Januar!. replacing CS/irri "lesser
bachelor degree program with a re% iwd
% ersion
For three consecutise sears, Sost in
!rods:iced the hill that es entually led to
ilissmrding (homily the townsal Uhliunc
title
IIIIPP"
Impress Future Employers
with a Professional
Looking Resume.
Have your resume typeset
at
The Daily Maine Campus
in the basement
of Lord Hall
Just Contact
aren, Mike,= or Jan
and choose ivvhat style
of resume you want, at
a reasonable cost.
....00111111•111111111•11fts, INM111111 
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Capitalism club sells
'Late Night' T-shirts
W Tammy Illertlent
Ste" Vi,",e.
Members of a dub started last year by.
two Universitrof MainestudentS learn
about marketing by doing it tticy
generate ideas for products, then rry to
market those products.
lohn Gallant and tarry Sparks
started the Fair Capitalism Club last
spring With their own money, ideas, and
time. •
The club is not recognized by the !Au-
dent government, so it does not receive
any money from it.
We' e completely self-sufficient, so
we do need to seek funding."
Geist'. said. "We , don't have to get
our lvesrec...sgruzed by the university if
aren'tasking for Money . '•
The club's -current proieet is selling
T-shirts. •
The front of the thins says 'Late
Night. at Uhlaine and has a kigOliketbe.
one on the show, 'Late Night with-Pavid
I et terman ' -
The back has a list of the top 10 big-
gest lies on campus, including, "There's
pknty of 'parkinkon campus" and 41—
don't bring food to tbe library."
Sparks said the club members have
gotten back their initial investments
through the sales of the 
shirts.Selling T -shirts isn't the group's first
proick
"last spring we wanted to start a con-
dom delivery service on campus,'!
Gallant said.
" There were technical and legal pro-
blems with that because of insurance.
Then Cutler Health Center started giv-
ing them out free, and our market col-
-lapsed."
The students in the Akd td n • t let
setback defeat them. 
tins
turned their
efforts toward new ideas, and decided
to sell the shirts.
"I was really. nervous when we first
started." Sparks said. "I -didn't want
to lose my money. It's gotten better
- since we 'se been selling the shirts. ".
The shins wtnt on sale two weeks
• before break, Gallant said, and they
were sold in the Memorial Union.
"The sales base been good, but a lot
slower than I 'thought it was going to
he." Sparks said.
He said the club is Considering ideas
for next fall.
again.- with new lies-on the hack' he
said. "We've asked people what their
,favorite campus lies are, and we've got-
ten some pretty good ones we might
.Gallant said the club isn't making as
uctiprofit as many students think*
is from the shirt tales.
"tt's pretty expensive for us. weliave
to pay for the shipping of the shirts, the
printing, and the shirts themselves."
he said.
He said the club is designed to belt
learning experience for the students in-, 'Maine students Larrs Sparks istandlng and Alia Game ~pin thirty'
volved. and the profits that arc made are resources together lest spring to form the t'apitalism They arie down he
re-invested for future club projects- with the clubs latest project 'Late Night' T-shirts.
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ROOM SIGN-UPS START APRIL 4
Present residendief ydurtniOtmation
from your R.A orR.D.
Commuters - Contact\the Residential
Life Olfice, Estabrooke 581-4584,
Apartments Available
for September 1988
1-5 Bedrooms
Walking Distance to Campus
intown Properties
866-2516
?CA 0.-,-111 I e- Nr# I •29r4 !Pfe-.11,..y.fa!ey, i•-•,-NIF4 COPE.A
The United States Attorney's Office'
at 202 Harlow Street, room 321, Bangor, Maine
has work-study positions available for the summer of.
_
1988 and school term 1988-1989. The position is clerical C
,f reception in nature and pays a starting salary of $5.00.
S 'per hour. Applications are available in the _
U.S. Attorney's Office
?
-
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r a b so lie r Seders
Beth El (Reform): Catered Congregational Seder,
Friday evening, April 1: Contact: Jeff
Sosnaud. 947-2088 (evenings) no later than
Wednesday, March 30.
Beth Israel (Conservative): Home hospitality can be
provided for first Seder (Friday evening,
April 1); Catered Congregational Seder.
Saturday evening, April 2. Contact Norman
Minsky, 942-4644 (days), 945-5137 (evenings)
no later thanWidnesday, March 30.
Provided by Maine Hiilel, Jewish Students Organization
•
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Next stop: Lake Placid
Hockey Bears pound BGSU, earn Final
by Elks Beware
And then there were four...
Now only two games stand
between the University of
Maine hockey team and a first
ever national championship.
The Black Bears advanced to
the NCAA Final Four tourna-
ment in Lake Placid. N.Y. with
a 9-4 two-game total goals vic-
tory over the Falcons of Bowl-
thstversity.
"This is a high point for Mit
program." UMaine Coach
Shawn Wahh said. We played
defenseman- t urned -winger Jim ''l was supposed to play in
Burke who got the Black Bears from of their goalie. When 1
on the right foot towards lake saw Weino coming 1 slid over
Placid when he took a pass to the post. He made a .great
from linernate Todd Studnicks riass." Lalonde said. —
and shot it past BGSU Bowling Green couldn't
goaltender Paul Connell to spot come back against the Bears in •
the Bears the 1-0 lead the series, but kept the game
That lead held through the close as the final was 4-3.
first period as Black Bear BGSU's Nelson Emerson
goaltender Scott King made picked up the Falcons first
several fine stops for Maine. even-strength goal in a four-on-
Bowling Green came back at four situation He broke in on
the 1:4__IAta of the secenni___king_ss ho had 4:131_0181 to cut
period "Atka power play goal. off the angle. Emerson *heel-
-
Defenseman Scott Paluch-- ed around King and deposited
found Andy Gribbk with a pass it in the open net
at the blue line, and iiribble With just five minutes to go,
UMaine defessamainnh Capon akdanwins f.ritibk bottle for the
pretty good defense and
defense wins champion-
ships."
UMaine clinched the berth
with a 4-3 victory over the
Falcons in front of. 4,278
ecstatic fans at Alfond Arena.
Because the Bears had won
by a 5-1 score on Friday night
carried the four fr." lead
into the game on Saturday, the
last game of the year at Alfons/
seemed as though it might be
anti
-climactic. It was anything
hell, as the raucous Maine
crowd 5.!....4 to watch their
club clinch its chance at the
championship.
On Saturday night it was
wasted no time streakuschsto
the zone and blasting a shot to
King's right and into the net
The Bears didn't want to give
the Falcons any chance at com-
ing hack. and they didn't.
Bob Cork um upped home an
Eric Weinrich shot at the 14:03
mark and once again the Black
Bears had the lead in the game
2-1 and, more importantly, in
the series, 7-2.
In the third period UMaine
upped its leNicl to 3-1 on a goal
by Christian Lalonde. UMaine
had a two man advantage and
Weinrich picked up the assist
when he skated into the slot and
fired a no-look pass to Lalonde
at the side of the net
Mario Myer picked up a goal
from a scramble in front of the
BGSU net
Bowling Green's Thad
Rusiecki ended the Falcon's
season when he scored with just
22 seconds kit an the game.
The Bears saluted the crowd
to show then approval for the
support. The crowd responded
with a thundering cheer for the
Black Bears.
"Maine has an outstanding
hockey team and a great facili-
ty with the crowd," Bowling
Green Coach Jerry York said
"Maine was determined to go
to Lake Placid "
"(Scott) King made .a save
when it was V- I and then Mario
Thyer took o%cr." Walsh
said.
York agreed that King was a
key for UMaine.
"King played exceptionally
well in this series. He is a strong
part of their team," he said.
King was, indeed, the key on
Friday night as he helped-the
Black Bears stay close. The
Bears seemed to feel the effects
of the 11-day layoff.'
King made two fine stops.
The _first _was against- the cen-----to-
tral Collegiate Hockey AshiCia-
tion's top scorer NelsonInst7-
son. 'The second was made in
direct result of a strange bounce
Four slot
to coser the man, but he
didn't," King said
.UMaine came back quickly
at the start of the second period
as Vince Condon' scored on a
four-on-four situation.
Mike McHugh started the
play when he stole the puck and
passed to Guidon' while on his
knees. titodotti shot the puck
from the left circle and it went
through Connell's pads.
The Black Bears climbed out
their-Mit lead( the senes
when Dave Vi.ensley cruised in-
to the dot and knocked a Bob
Cork um pass past t 'onneil.
Things started to fall apart
pact le frost of Bieck Bear goalie semi kiag.
off the boards that left the puck
in front of the crease with-no
defenseman to help
Howeser the Bears were able
to get out of thepenod relative-
ly unscathed and with only a
1-0 deficit.
Bowling Green's goal came
on the power play at the 6:12
mark of the period. (Ink"' iot
the puck near the crease to
King's left king went over to
cover Gribble, but got there too
late as Gribble had just passed
the puck to Brent Regan in
front of the now empty Maine
net.
"I went over to cover the
puck and 1 .hoped my
defensernan would make it over
tor the Falcons at the midpoint
of the game as Marc Potvin
picked up a penalty for check-
ing the goaltender. That penal-
ty was quickly followed by a
bench penalty for too many
men on the ice.
Maine took advantage of the
two man advantage as Dave
Capuano fired a hard snot into
the upper left corner of the net.
Bob Corkum was in front of
the net trying to set a screen and
had to jump to let the puck go
through his legs.
Maine picked up goals from
Dave Nonis and Mario Th,cr.
to let the stage for Saturday's
game
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Black Bear Mike *ales past Rosier Scott king so Bowling Green's 4ndy Gribble looks on.
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Wilander tops Connors
for IPC championship
KEY BISCAYNE. Fla. (AP) — Mats
Wilander survived Jimmy Connors'
relentless charges to the net with serves
and stamina for a 6-4, 4-6. 6-4, 6-4 vic-
tory Sunday in the final of the Interna-
tional Players Championships.
Connors fell -to 0-5 lifetime against
Wilander and lost in the finals of a tour-
nament for the 11th straight time since
he last won a title in October 1984.
Connors, seeded second, won five
times as many points at the net as
%dander, but the top-seeded Swede had
10 ices and 18 service winners..
Wilander, 23, was mnving more and
Connors. 35, appeared weary in the
final stages of the three-hour, 45-minute
match. 
-
' live me a feW of those .years. will
ye - "Connors shouted at his opponent
a,crWilander chased down two'
dherhead volleys in opposite corners..
Connors argued about two calls by
linesmen in the second set, but the pro-
tests were mild compared with his
semifinals match Friday against
_Miloslas Niecir. when he threatened to
quit because of the officiating. •
When the chair umpire overruled a
call against Wilander in the third set and
ordered the point replayed, Connors
didn't protest.
Connors made his strategy dear when
he came to the net on four of the first
eight points. But Wilarider broke Con-
nors' serve three times in the first set and
served It out at love.
Wilander is 101-3 since the 1986
French Open when he wins the first set
Connors' aggressiveness was the dif-
ference in the second set, when he rallied
from a 4-3 deficit by breaking ,..erve
twice. In a four-game' span, the
American won II straight points when
he reached the net
Wilander took command in the third
set, twice serving three aces in a game
The only servce break came when Con-
nors double-faulted to end the ninth
game.
Wilander started going to the net
more in the final set. He broke serve in
the third and fifth games for the decisive
margin.
Wilander's ground strokes 'ere con-
sistent but not flashy He Went seven
straight games without hitting a winner
from the baseline inthe second and third
sets_
Wilander  -won $112,500 Of the $2.1
million purse antlinciVed closer to top-
ranked Ivan Lendi on the Association
of Tennis Professionals computer than
an player since John McEnroe in
November 1985.
Wilander is at 138.52. Lena who hi
been No. 1 since September 1985. is af-
160.80. The Czech missed the Interna-
tional Players Championships because
of a foot injury that is expected to keep
him sidelined for another two to four
weeks.
:-c- - "- — >CI
Senate Cesais 1111;11111511/1%.1
\
x *N
x Studept Government needs one
ISenator forj3allentine Hall, Hart, KnoxOxford, and Oak. Student Government isalso in need of four off-campus Senators
and one University College Senator. If in-
terested, contact John O'Dea, third floor
Memorial Union or call 1775.
The histor of women's hockey
Guest column
by
Joan M. King
omen's ice hockey began in 1979
with Barbara Woodcock as the preii-
dent of the club. There more than 16
players and the team's record was
2-9.
The n of 1980-81 found the
team wit 12 players, 15 of whom
were fr m Maine. four from
Mas usetts. one from Connec-
t t. one from New York. and one
from Prince Edward Island. Canada.
Judith Hakola was the faculty adviser
and Lynda Nelson was club sports
coordinator. The coach, Mike N'igue.
was a former UMaine varsity hockes
player iri7P/77-711-- en UMaine
played in ECAC Division II. The
women's club played games against
St. Stephen's from New Brunswick,
Colby. Dartmouth, the University of
New Brunswick, Prince Edward
Island. Dalhousie and Bowdom.
There first game with Colby was a
12-1 home loss to Colby, but their se-
cond game with Colby was only a 4-2
loss avta) and Colby's last goal was
into an empty net This was a vast im-
provement for the team. There was
talk of the team becoming varsity,
but the athletic department didn't
have enough MOM,' to build a locker
room. This was Just an excuse.
The team received free ice time for
practices which were three times a
week. Half of the practices were at
6 a.m. and the others were late after
noon or evening practices The team
raised funds for travel and equipment
hy having raffles and bake sales
They also received S2.700 from the
General Student Senate
In the 1981-82 season, Viatie had
graduated and the new coach was
Gordie Giselle. Many players
graduated and some concentrated on
their studies Twenty-two *omen
were interested, but only thirteen
decided to play for the team. Prac-
tice time was cut to two times a week
with half at 6 a.m and the other half
in the late afternoon or evening.
May Graduates
A TTENTION
If you are planning -to graduate in May
and have not 'turned in an application
for de-ree card, your name will not be
in the Niay program and a diploma will
not be ordered. See us immediately to
rectify the situation.
Office of the Registrar
Wingate Hall
......t..ssssx.sn •-”..0 
In the 1982-83 season. approx-
imately 18 women were interested in
, playing, but only nine decided to
become members as ice time was cut
again to only a few times a semester.
Ice time was still at 6 a.M. and otxa-
mortally at 930 p.m. During this
season, a letter was reteived from a
high school tumor in Englewood. Co.
asking about our team and universi-
ty She wanted to come play hockey
at our school. knowing Cull well she
wouldn't receive a scholarship. Our
team was well know n
The 1983-84 season found the team
struggling to stay alive. Their 6 ILM..
ice time was given to a figure skating
group that performed between
periods at varsity hockey games. The
team got ice time at 8 a. m. and 2 a.m.
which, of course. was a great drier-
rent since players had classes at 8
a.m and slept at 2. a.m. Only 13
*omen signed up and only eight, at
the most, could make it to these prac-
tices. The team was told that their ice
time would be taken away due to lack
of interest This was the final blow_
that ended the life of -the 11 omen's
Ice Hockey club at UMaine
This doesn't have to be the end of
the UMaine Women's Ice Hockey
team. We can get together now to
plan for next year and the years
beyond to the day that ice hockey
becomes a women's varsity sport .
Whether you have played before or
not, if you are a woman at UMaine
who would love to piss ice hockey,
c.ai Joan at 866-4579 evenings and
weekends. or 581-1626 during school
hours. I am a former member of the
%%omen's Ice Hockey club and an
alumnus of the University of Maine
Women's hockeyis not a rough sport
like men's hockey. No checking is
allowed. It's a great way to learn to
skate and to improve your skating
ability This is your chance to try
something new This is a chance for
all those who have played before to
play again. Please call now so we can
get the team -going.
The Daily .Warne G
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UMaine's Pape wins bodybuilding title
Bodybuilding returned to the Univer-
sity of Maine this weekend when the
Northern East Coast Open bodybuilding
contest was held Saturday in the
Memorial Gymnasium
In all, 35 contestants participated in-
cluding four representing the Unisersi-
ty of Maine weightroom.
Those who represented the unisersi-
ty were Mike Pape, winner of the men's
over 5'9" division, t)oug Going who
placed fourth in the ""5'9" men's
I Mai Jeri Smart sod Mike Pape pose with their trophies.
division. Jenn Smart, third in women',
over 5'4". and Aimee Moreau. second
In_women's under 5'4".
Besides Pape. individual winners in women's divisions.
the men's divisions were Ron Nickerson The overall winners in the pose down
(5i”.5'9"), andPatrick Brown (under-----competion were Patrick Brown (men's5.7"). division). Sharon O'Leary (women's
In the women's divisions, winners
to overall winners in the men s.
women's and teenage divisions as well
as best poser awards in the men's and
division) and Bruce Jolet (teenage
were Sharon O'Leary (over 5'4") and division)
Joyce Clement (under 5'4").
Matthew Pasoeullo took first place in
the teenage over 5'9" division, the other
teenage winner was Bruce Jolet (under
In addition to individual winners in
each height class, awards were also given
FEPC _Vacancies
•_Anyone interesied in belonging
to Fair Elections Practice Corn-
rnt8sion (FEPC) should call the
the Student Government Office
at 581-1775. Someone will take
your name and get in touch with
you by April 1st.
photo by Joe Cash
Best Poser awards were given in the
men's and women's divisions only. Tak-
ing those awards were Patrick Brown
and Aimee Moreau.
According to Thad Dwyer. assistant
director of recreational sports, the con-
test went very well.
(see BODI page 11)
Rape Awareness Committee, Cutler Health Center
presents
RAPE AWARENESS WEEK
March 28 March 29 March 30 March 31
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday
Literature, videos, answers!!
10 a.m. -2 p.m.
Lobby of Union
Per Educators.. UMPD...Wornen•a Center
WIC Luncheon
Bernice Sandler
12:15 - 1 30 Sutton Lounge
'The Campus Climate
Revisited: Chilly for Women
Bernice Sandler
"Friends" Raping Friends
7 30 p.m
Maine Center for the Arts
Free Admission
Take Back The Night March
6:15 p.m.
Fogler Library Steps
SUPPER: Spaghetti Dinner $3 00
(Proceeds tu benefit Spru(,* Run)
MARCH 26-31
Sponsors: The Union Board, Cutler Heath, Center, Residential Lite. Greeks 0 EQ.
Student LBO Act±vitiee Fees. Lege' TeChru.:."(4,y pep! U C Cnifin41411111g Conte, WIC.
UMPO. Student Services. President's office. Peer Educators. Commuter Services,
Women s Center, Sponsored Programs
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Kansas and Arizona advance to Final Four
hansas 71. Kansas'Staie 38
. _
PONTIAC, Mich. (AP) Atr
American Danny Manning scored 20
points and Scooter • Barry added a
career-high 15 as Kansas advanced to
the Final Four for the second time in
three years with a 71-58 victory Sunday
over No. 20 Kansas State in the Midwest
Regional championship game. •
Kansas, 25-11 and the sixth seed in the-
region, will meet fifth-ranked Duke.
Z8-6 and the champion of the East
Regional. in Saturday•s semifinals in
Kansas City. The trip will be Kansas'
eighth to the Final Four, tying the
Jayhawks for fourth on the all-tune list.
'Kansas' last trip to the Final Four was
.in 1986, and the Jayhawks lost to Duke.
71-67-in the semifinals. The teams met
earlier this season. and Duke won 74:70-
in overtime at . Kansas. "
The Jayhawks were able to overcome
Kansas State's 3,2 zone, which giade it
extremely tough for them to get the ball.
into the hands Of Manning, a two-tune
Aft- Arricnalr--.-------- --
In this matchup of Big Eight foes,
Kansas State led by two at halftime and
extended the lead to 36-29 with 18:10 to
play before the Jayhawks mounted their
charge behind their two seniors. Mann
ing and Jayhawks Chris Piper.. Each
made two field goals in 14.6 run that got
Kansas the lead for good at 43-42 with
13:51 to play.
Keith Harris stole the ball from Mitch
Richmond near halfcourt and went the
rest of the way for a dunk . And Kansas
was on its was to playing in the Final
Four Just 60 miles from its 4:ampus.
The Jayhawks. who pulled away in
the final two ••••,..ites, took their first
_double-figure lead on a layup by Barry,
• the son of NBA Hall of Eimer Rick
Barry. with 2;08 to play.
- Milt Newton added '18 for Kansas.
while Will Scott led the Wildcats. 259
and the fourth seed, with 18. Richmond
finished with 11 to match his 'Season
low, which came against 'he Jayhawks
earlier in the season.
Neither team managed more than a
three-point lead in the first half until
-Kansas State went ahead 25-20 with 5:33
left °via drive by Buster Glover.
The Wildcats took a fie-point lead
on two oltiel occas_ions,rne-lastat4N-24--
st1ds 41—secoit-as left on a long jumper'
by Scott.
Barry made the halftime score 29-27
when he nailed a 3-pointer with three
seconds left in the half.
Manning. who had 10 points in
SUMMER JOBS
WE HAVE FULL AND PART TIME OPENINGS FOR
witiTEWATER RAFTING GuiDES
0FFiC,E./FRON1 DESK NELP
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- GROUNDS MAINTENANCE
DIRVERS
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first half, was unable to get the ball as
Kansas State packed in a 3-2-zone. Of
his five field goals, only one came on a
direct assist from a teammate, and that
was an alley -oop play- with Jeff
Cluck:trier. 
On the other end of the court. Kan-
sas was doing a fine job of keeping the
ball tiut of Riehniond's hands. Scott had
the Wildcats' first four field goals and
three of those were 3-pointers.
Richmond's first field goal was. a
3-pointer with ":23 left in the half, and
he finished the first half with juit four
points. .
This was the fourth meeting of the
schooh and Kansas State won two of the
first three, including the game-that snap-
ped Kansas' 55-game homecourt winn-
ing streak,
Kansas won ai Kansas State and the
Wildcats presailed in the Big Eight tour-
nament semifinals when the Jayhawks
were forced to play without -starting
guard Kevin Pritchard. who missed the
_rm. Keith a knee injuni. 
OLYMPIC CENTER
LAKE PLACID
March 31 - April 2, 1988
4 Game Series - $44.00
(plus $2.00 Handling Charge)
Ticiets available through Olympic Center Boa 011ic*
roy NOEMNWg In.° 516-623-2445
Call 518-523-3330.OLYMPICAUTRIMITI
•
Arizona 70, North Carolina 52
SEATTLE (AP) — Toni Tolbert
scored 18 of his 21 points in the second
half and converted two critical three-
point plays as No. 2 Arizona defeated
No..,7 North Carolina 70-52 Sunday for
a berth in the NCAA Final Four.
The ctor'y in the Vi cst Regional
shampionship game, Arizona's 15th
straight. put the Wildcats, 35-2, ih the
national semifinals against No. 4'
-Atlantis's& at KAZIS**
Saturday.
It will be Arizona's first trip to -hi!
Final Four but the.second Coach t.ute-
Olson. who took Iowa in-t980. Olson,
now one victory short of 300 for his
.20-year career. becomes the eighth
coach to guide two different teams to
the Final Four.
All-American forward Sean Elliott led
• Arizona with 24 poinisand teamed with
fronteourt mates'Telbert and Anthony
Cook. in a collapsing 2-3 zone defense
ist, shackle North Carolina. All, American
forward JR. Reid
Reid, a 6.foot-4. 256-pounder who
was -averaging 14.) points a game.,_ made
only one °flour xhots in the first half '
and finished with 10 points. Scott
Williams led the Tar Heels with 13 '
Arizona. which faded for the first
time in the tournament to win by 20 or
more points, becomes the first
Pacific-10 Conference team in the Final
Four since UCLA in  !Wand the..first
Other than UCLA since CalifOrnia-m-
1959.
North Carolina, which was looking
for its 10th trip to the Final Four and
eighth under Coach Dean Smith, finish-
ed 2"-' after its third regional cham-
pionship loss in four years
(see ARIZONA page Ii
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Eat Healthy with . . . CANTEEN
tcshly polished apples, oranges
and othcr fruit, garden-fresh crispy
Naiads, low fat milk, fruit juices. a
% sancty o flavored dietetic yogurts
and exciting sandwich options are
all presented through modern vend-
ing equipment offered exclusivcly
- CANTEEN
Pieparcd fresh every day in the
maculate CANTEEN kitchens and
delivered by a Cantcen representa-
tive, you arc assured of freshness
and flavorful lunches .day alter
day. The added convenience and
speed of vended foods can add hours .
and satisfaction to your busy day.
For the health of the caloric-con-
scious busy person on the go. we
suggest a nutritious lunch from
CANTEEN - Wc think you'll like it'
244 Perry Road
BANGOR
1145-5611S
t reshlw Strked
SANDWICHES
ICE CREAM
MIT
HOT COLD DRINKS
HOT I COLD ENTREES
DESERTS
1411K
CANDY
ASSORTED SNACKS
DOLLAR BILL CHANGERS
252 OM Lisbon Road
LEWISTON
764-5161
76 DarIng Ave
SO. PORTLAND
713.5141
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Alcoholics Anonymous
 Meetings are held every Monday
and Thursday from 12-1 p.m. in the
Ham Room or Old Town Room,
second floor of the Memorial
Union.
NCAA hockey playoff results
41•••••••••••••••• • 111 • OM
lake Suptrior State 13-4. 5-0) o*er Merrimac:I.
Total goal score; 8-4
Minnetiota (I-3. 1-2) over Michigan State
Total goal wort.: 8-5
St. Lawrence (7-0) ‘e. Winctortwiti
Gatrie two Sundav-night
Maine 15- I . 4-3) o•er Bowling Green
Total- goal score: 9-4
•Arizona
_To/tiert threw in an oser•the-shoulder
-shot while being fouled by Reid and
sank the free throw to give Arizona a
43-42 lead with 14:09 left. •
Reid rebounded his own missed shot
and dropped in a basket to put North
arolina ahead 44-43 with 13:37 to Islas •
hut Arizona came back with eight
straight points to go ahead for good.
Stese Kerr, who finished with la
points. hit a 3-pointer to igiute the spurt
with 13 23 remaining. Tolbert scored on
lean-in shot while being fouled by
Williams and sank the free throw to
make it 49-44.
Aruona went on to outscore the Tat
Heels 19-6 to open &IA-Vie:ad with I:58
left on two free throws by Elliott. The
A ildcats held North Carolina to one
*Body
icoatiasied from page 101
field goal during that run .
Arizona trailed 28-26 at halftime on-
ly the second time the Wildcats base
been behind at intermission all year, but
Elliott and McMillan hit consecutise
3-pointers in the first 2:01 of the second
half to revise their sluggish team.
McMillan's 3-pointer gasc Arizona a
32-30 lead, and he drove in for a dunk
after a steal by Kerr to make it 34-30
with 17:39 left.
North Carolina then regrouped
behind Ranzino Smith's outside
shooting The 1 guard, the only Tar
Heel senior, hit 3-point shots to start
and end a 10-4 run that put North
C'arolina ahead 42-40 with 14:30 to go
But Tolbert responded with has first
three-point play to start the momentum
turning Arizona's way.
Dwyer said he had heard some of the
contestants say, that this was one of the
better contests they had been at and that
they weft - very pleased and iticiuld
--definitely return next year.
"We were happy with the way the
contest went." Dwyer said. "Our
main concern was to run it first class and
we felt that we did that. "
Dwyer also said that the contest
would •-coirric an annual c-vent.
"If this contest was a success we
figured it would sell itself in the year;
to come, especially with the increased in
terest in bodybuilding throughout the
state," Dwyer said.
The bodybuilders also felt the contest
was run well.
Doug Going, who has been competing
in bodybuilding contests for seseral
 
tcontiaved from page 91
years said he thought it was a great
contest.
"For the first year I thought
everything went well," Going said.
"It's too bad it clashed with the hockey
game because the crowd was a little less
than expected and the game pulled a lot
of people away. I'm sure there will be
more people next year."
Going also said that he felt earlier
advertising would have helped draw a
larger crowd.
Jenn Smart also thought the contest
went well
"Obviously I'm dissapointed with a
third place finish, " Smart said. "But
I thought the contest went over real well
It wasn't a bed crowd for, the first
year "
WITH ONLY 25 CLASS DAYS 'TIL FINALS. . .
REGISTER WITH
THEMAINEMEN4OR PROGRAM:
AND DISCOVER SOME ANSWERS TO QUES-
TIONS YOU MAY BE ASKING YOURSELF AS THE
SEMESTER'S END APPROACHES:
SENIOR
on you need to make decisions about employment in the "real world"? Do
vou need to "network" to find out what's "out there" and how to open
the right doors?
JUNIORS:
Are you wondering what kinds of johs yoar-acedeme may' prepare
you for? Ara v'ou questioning your choice of major?
SOPHOMORES:
1)o vou need to make decisions about choosing a major? Do you wonder
what kind of advice a person working in your field of interest would give? ..-
FRESHMEN:
Do you need to know more about career choices? Would If be reassuring
to hear from career professionals that its 0. A. not to have all the answers? Da
you need help in identifying skills and abilities?
\T:1E MAINE MENTOR PROGRAM HAS OVER 600
MAINE ALUMNI WAITING -TO BE VISITED AT
TIIEIR woRKsrrEs IN BANGOR, PORTLAND,
NtW YORK, BOSTON, OR WASHINGTON D.C.
SAMPLE EMPLOYERS
ON FILE
U.S. Secret Service
Bath Iron Works
S.D. Warren Company
Maine Medical Center
Community Broadcasting
Services
Jackson Labs
Maine Accounting and
Computer Services
John Hancock Insurance
Texas Instruments
Peat, Marwick, Michael &
Company
Leisure Center for the
Handicapped
Kleinschmidt Associates
U.S. General Accounting
Office (Washington)
Mettill/Norstar Bank
MEET WITH MENTORS BEFORE THE SEMESTER
_ENDS OR REGISTER NOW AND SCHEDULE AP--
POINTMENTS AFTER FINALS OR DURING THE
SUMMER - ACT NOW!!
Talk to a career counselor at our information table in the ‘lemorial
Union: Every Wednesday, 11 a.m.-1 30 p.m
or
Contact Office of Career Planning and Placement, Wingate Hall,
telephone: 581-1359 - The Division of Student Sersices
• This program is sponsored by the Office of Career Planning and Placement
--and the Alumni Association of the Unisersity of Maine. • . _
vits
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Pena tried
-,.WASHINGTON tAP)--- An "eye-and-
aare-',-adwint :to House Speaker. Jim
Wright tried to sell weapons to the Con-
tras through It. Col. Oliver North's
pits ate network three months beforethe
Iran-Contra disclosures ended the North
operation. .
Richard M. Pena, a former House
Foreign Affairs Committee staff
member, contacted North associate
Richard Miller in 1986 offering material
from two South American companies.
to sell weapons to Contras
One would sell grenades, bombs and
mincs. and the other had bootsat_1_33
a pair, according toa letter proposing
the sale.
Such activity would appear at odds
with the objectives of Wright. who has
opposed military aid to the Contras and
has taken an active role in efforts to pet
a negotiated peace between Nicaragua's
warring factions.
Pena has been one of. Wright's ad-
visers on Central America over the past
Police Blotter
Cases in 3rd District Court
'-Dale Pelletier, 20, of Brunswick.
Maine, pleaded guilt) to three counts
911 assault on March 3. He received
 aldtwelal suspended sentence and a
year of probation He also was re-
quired to pay restitution to the %K-
orn, undergo alcohol counseling and
abstain from alcohol consumption
for one year.
Pelletier threw a bottle at a
Somerset Hall resident assistant Jam -
10 and broke a bottle over a man's
head in Oxford Hall Feb 12.
Christopher Young. 21. of
Limestone. Maine. pleaded guilty to
operating a motor velitcle under the
influence of Into‘Kating Irgulm
March 24 He received a S300 fine,
two days in Penobscot County Jail
and a 90-day license suspension.
Dale Boucher. 19. of W'aterville.
Maine. pleaded guilty to OUI March
10 He received a S300 fine, 48 hours
in Penobscot Counts Jail and a
90-day license suspension
John Wood. 23. of Ken
nebunk port. Maine, received & 1350
fine, 48 hours in Penobscot County
Jail and a 90-day license suspension
for OUI March 10.
' Joseph Siossinski. 21. of Sear
borough, Maine. pleaded guilty to 
OUI March 9 He received ir13-0
fine, 48 hours in Penobscot County
Jail and a 90-day license suspension.
N andslism
The left rear window of a car in the -
Hilltop lot was smashed and stereo
speakers worth about 1100 were
stolen from it between 11.30 p in.
March 20 and 5:45 p.m. Wednesday. •
The car sustained 1100 damage
Burglaries. thefts
Work boots, salue 185. were taken
from a locker in the Memorial (iyrn
Tuesday between 11 am •1 pm.
A guitar. %slue 1350, was taken
from Alpha Gamma Rho between
p m. March 3 and 8 p.m March 20
A purse, value 125, was taken from
the Bears' Den 'starch 2) between
9:30- 11 am
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STUDENT INTERN NEEDED
for 1988-89.
Area of concentration will be Student
Volunteerism and Community Service
Involvement. Stipend -available.
Interested parties should contact-..the
Student Activities Office. Memorial
Union.
The Committee for Student Publications
is now accepting applications for the following positions-
•Editor, Doily Maine Campus
.Business Manager, Doily Maine Campus
LtfIS el
• L.‘..111%.11. I na.mti
.Business Manager, PRISM
.Editor, Maine Review
Application forms Ore Ovoilolole from the Dec 111. (-•
0dCoStinfiL 107 Lord Holl. Application ot..-,x1iine is
— AprN 15th.
few years. As recently as January,- he
was Wright's paid emissary to-the region
while jockeying - toward -peace talks was
under way, said Wright aide Marshall
Ls-nam. He said Pena was on the
speaker's pa)Toll for a few days on each
of three occasions, in August and
November last year, and in January.
Pena's Aug. I. 1986. letter was ad-
dressed to a Cayman Islands front com-
pany. World Affairs Counselors, set
uyp b) Miller and his partner Frank
Gomez to handle their Contra transac-
tions for North. •
Through Lynam, Wright denied any
'knowledge of "anything he tPena)
'might bas-c had to do with arms 'sales or
anything like that."
"Jim .Wright was no; aware of artof
these activities He. knew Richard Pena
as a Texan, a man who had"extenstse
connections and acquaintances in.Ceo-
tral America. a person who was ac-
quainted with the Contra people in Cen-
Vali America. " .1 ynam said. .
Wright, he said, "had confidence in
iiithice.'rand had no reason to think
there was any reason why he should not
Use turn in an eyes-and-ears capacity."
-4 Pena was known to be s)mpathetic to
the Contras, in contrast to other Wright
confidants'
The special congressional committees
that ins estigated the ttan-Contra affair
took sworn depositions from Pena after
finding his letter in Miller's documents,
committee sources said. But one source,
speaking on condition of anonymity,
said-the committee staff decided not to
pursue the Pena matter because it ap-
peared to bean isolated incident, rather
than an integral part of the North
network.
'Miller pleaded guilty in the' Iran
Con; ra case, along with comers at c
fund-raiser Carl "Spitz" Channel', to
conspiring with North to defraud the
government by raising- money to pur-
chase weapons for the Contras. '
Attorneys said ft appeared Petia's ac-
tions were lawful.
Pena could not be reached-for com-
menr4yman .said PetliALILVILYISCatiOn
in CentAmerica.
UMaine grad uat student
wins writing compe ion
by Stirs Ilaaat
Writing under pressure for competi-
tion would he academic overkill to
one, but for Matt Ames, a student at
the University of Maine, the cherished
skill earned him first place in the 20th
American College Theater Festisal in
•Keene, N.H. last month.
For the last two years, Ames has
worked professionally wrrting riniesys,
but he now represents UMame an na-
tional competition as a 'first year
graduate student.
During the theater feitival. Ames and
other collegiate 4.-nts.5'Avere exposed to
two productions each day and were re-
quired to complete their resiews by the
next morning. One of his pieces, on the
play Serenading LOWE% b) Lanford
Wilson, is now being examined as one
of 12 regional winners from across the
country.
The national competition. in •
Washington. D C .will select a aft
who will attend the Eugene 0'
Theater Centet in Connecticut where a
seminar conference will be held for
theater cntics this fall. ,
Ames, a native of Outwit. has work -
ed as a theater critic and columnist for
his home town paper. The (-astute
Patriot, but also has published material
in weekly arts journals in Maine as well
as in Utah.
To write an effective review, Ames
said, a writer must have "a good work-
ing knowledge of how theater works,
honest) and a sense of humor "
Graduated from Acadia Uniseruts in
1984 with a. bachelor's degree in English
literature. Ames, now a student of the
theater, was seen m the t*Miune produc-
tion of The Ly and the (,wpss lam fall
and will be playing Alceste in the Maine
Masque production of The .tfisan
thrope, next month.
AKE THE
ULTIMATE F1111) COURSE
loin us and snadt
• Wildlife Management in Antic
• Marine Etiolor in the %algid Woods.
• ncListiaaiionin Cissia
• Dolphins in Hauser
• ilictieograiihs an 4ustratia
• and IR More ens ironmentai issues worldwide
limas-lel aid and academic credIt maul*
For more tnicoonotion on Januarl. Sionmer Semeiter
erfirorrrnenral field research ()ones. corn., to
•
Coe Lounge Memorial Union
Tuesday, March 2'9, 7:00 p.m.
'if war SFS, illax .4. 315 Hair S1.4 0/915. s17) 9J7.'"
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Chadbourne residents being forced out
Residential Life to move non-traditional students to York Hall
by garde Om*
S!att r‘te,
In a letter to the residents of York and
Chadbourne halls yesterday, Residential
I ife announced a plan to relocate non-
traditional student housing.
According to the ResLife letter, the
University Space Utilization Commitive
has recommended that space in Chad-
bourne be converted for academic/ad-.
ministrative purposes
Residents of both York and Chad-
bourne halls have expressed concerns
about the relocation plan.
-In this situation there is no solution. You ha•e
to look at the best possible option gis en all the eir-
••
cumstanees.
John Halstead
N iee president for Student Affairs
Non-traditional students, who cur-
rent!) reside on the third and fourth
floors of Chadbourne Hall: will be
relocated to the fourth floor of York
Hall.
John Halstead. viix president for Stu-
dent .kf fairs. met with residents of York
Hall last Thursday to listen to their con-
cerns about the impact the reloCation
would have on then dorm.
Nomination within
reach for Jackson
\(AP) — Jesse Jackson said Monday he expects Democrati,
leaders to embrace turn as the nominee if he wins the most pre
convention delegates because "I would has e earned it from the
people. " Democrat Richard Gephardt ended his candida,..
and Republican ex-candidate Jack Kemp climbed on Georizi:
Bush's bandwagon.
As Democratic-leaders wrestled with the implications 01
Jackson's overwhelming weekend victory in Michigan,
ieptuudt left the race Or the Democratic presidential nornina
tion at a Capitol Hill neslis conference.
"It's been said the opera, isn't over until the tat lads
sings," Gephardt said. "Last .iiturday in Michigan I think I
heard her walking to the microphone."
He was pushed to withdraw by\a third-place finish in
Michigan's caucuses, far short of the "'Michigan miracle." he
sought to revive a candidacy that blossomed in Iowa's lead-
off caucuses but was trampled in the South.
Jackson and Michael Dukakis both campaigned in Connec-
ticut on the eve of its primary. Sen. Albert Gore Jr. campaigned
in New York and was joining Jackson and Sen. Paul Simon
at a debate Monday night.
Dukalus_ . the governor of Massachusetts, was hoping hiv
neighbor state would provide a victory sufficient to ease the
pain of his toss to Jackson in Michigan — a loss that raised
questions about his candidacy and his abilities as a campaigner
At a junior high school in East Hartford, a black.vsiudent
asked Dukakis why she should vote for him over Jackson.
"1 am not running against him and he is not running against
me; we are running for the presidency." Dukakis respond-
ed, his answer running so long that he concluded tr.
apologizing.
 ''4'm -sor:4.'sti making a /perch instead of answenng your
question." he said. "I hope I've persuaded you. I don't
know."
Dukakis borrowed a favorite Jackson subject, urging the
students to reject drugs. His wife Kitty told of her secret 26-year
amphetamine addiction.
GOP front-runner Bush. confident of winning in Connec-
ticut, the state he grew up in, began a three-day campaign swing
through Wisconsin, the next battleground with primaries next
week.
Kemp, the New York congressman who abd1jdoIed his con-
servative candidacy two weeks ago, joined Bush in Milwaukee
to offer an endorsement. ,
"George Bush is going to be the nominee of the Republican
(see .. JA('KSON page 21
"Quite frankly, in this situation no
solution is a good one. You have to look
.at the best possible option given all the
circumstances, •" Halstead said
Thursday.
York Hall residents questioned the
ResLife decision to move non-
traditional students to York Hall rather
than bstabrooke Hall or York Village.
Third floor Resident Assistant Beth
Boucher said during • the 1987-1988
academic year. York residents tried to
create a new lifestyle specifically for
junior and senior students.
"A lot of residents felt that these at-
tempts to create a dorm specifically for
the upperclassmen were not given a
chance and weren't being recognized by
Rattle." Boucher said. .
The ResLife letter, however, pin-
pointed the upperclass status of York as
a major impetus in its selection in the
move.
"The cornmon ground of York and
Chadbourne residents) creates an ex-
cellent opportunity to build solid sup-
port groups within the same hall," the
letter stated.
The fourth floor of York Hall will be
designated for students who are 22 years
old or older. .
"A recognition of diffetenc-es and dif-
ferent needs doesn't say that one group
is better than another," Halstead
said.
"It's an appreciation of differences,
whether they are cultural differences,
age difference,, or ethnic differences,
that's a part OT the university educa-
tion," he said.
. Students who mast rapists from the
fourth floor will be given first priority
to reserve rooms elsewhere in York.
Chadbourne Hall resident Mark Stof-
fan said there are some potential pro-
blems with their relocation of the non-
traditional .students to York Hall.
"Overall though, I think that these
are things that-vre-will be able to work
through," Steffan said.
MPAC attempts to ban CIA
from recruiting on campus
by Soil On*
I" Wt. !ter
In the future. University of
Maine graduates interested in
working for the CIA may have
to he interviewed off campus.
I he Maine Peace Action
tommittee at UMaine like
groups nationwide, is attemp
ting to ban CIA job recruitment
from campus.
Last week, members ot the
MPAC subcommittee on
militarism distributed pam-
phlets which outline the group's
reasons for these efforts.
Subcommittee member Deb
Valenti said actions to restrict
the CI from campus inter-
viewing are taking place
nationwide.
"This pamphlet 13 a way to
educate the community and
ourselves about the CIA and—
their activities," Valenti said.
According to the MPAC
pamphlet, job recruiting on
campus is not a right, but a
privilege "extended to all
potential employers who are
operating legally in the United
States-"
_ Steve Gerlach, a member of
the subcommittee an
militarism, said the actions of
the CIA in countries such as
Chile. Guatemala. and
Nicaragua have led to torture,
rape, and murder of civilians,
and have often been supported
tri funds obtained from drug
smuggling. •
"The CIA has continually
Violated basic civil rights since
1948 when it was founded,"
Gerlach said.
Adrian Sewall. director of
the UMaine Office of Career
Planning and Placement, said
his office operates within the
current UMaine policy and at
tempts to ban the CIA from
recruiting on campus also
would have to change universi-
ty policy.
"It would require that the
faculty and students rethink
then policy on this issue.
Which," Sewall said, "is a
perfectly legitimate thing for
them to do."
Gerlach and Valenti said
MPAC is holding an April 8
press conference in Orono with
CIA action members from
several New England colleges.
including representatives trorn
(see CIA pose 2)
photo by Andrews Vecchio
MPA t member Deb aienti bolds a brochure the committee
made denouncing on-campus CIA recruiting.
••
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Commission
Editor's note. This is the second
three-Mr, •Ht IMilffte
tial education committees
Ity Ong lama
•,:art iee,
Limited information has necessitated
the Commission on Graduate Education
to establish three surveys which will be
sent out this week, said Gordon
Donaldson who chairs the commission
Donaldson. an associate professorof
education., said the surveys would be
sent to graduate students, faculty and
coordinators, and Would emphasize the
four areas in which the commission is
concentrating.
This. commission was one of three
established by University of Maine
President Dale Lick last spring to
•esaluate the-university.
"No one has paid regular 'attention to
some of the questions(the commission
is looking into)." Donaldson said.
"There has been no on -wing. acctimula,_
UM of information."
----Donaldson said the. commission is
looking to "establish as reliable a set of
facts as we can."
"A lot of the best infonliation ... is
located across the campus in the heads
of the faculty and department
to survey graduate programs
members." he said
- Although the commission is stile
much in its research stage, Donaldson
(aid he expects "to hammer something
out" by the end of-next tall r
Meanwhile, thecommission will oon-
limie to meet, he said, and divide into
the four focus areas of structure, en-
vironment, standards and mission, and
demand.
Elizabeth Gibbs, associate professor
of entomology who chairs the commit-
tee esaluating standards and mission,
said the committee will look at how
students perceive the programs, whether
current standards are what they should
be. and how quality programs can be
maintained
"We're most interested in. the pro-
cedyre of maintaining quality and see-
ing hon it is accomplished," she said.
In addituvn to thesurveys. Gibbs said
the committee will have access to reports
and information from evaluatlions of
"internal and external groups."
Michael Greenwood. profes•m. of.
forest tree physiology and head of the
demand committee, said his _group is
looking into both the number of poten-
tial graduate students in the future and
"how eager the departments are" in of-
fering programs
In addition ( irecnwood said his corn-
Garden Denalissa
miltee will look into how students are
recruited- and whether or not there are
any current problems and how to *she 
them.
"We've also obtained data from I
state ... and similar studies." he said% -
The unisersits environment is another .• -
issue tieing cosered by a committee, this
one headed by Katherine Carter.
associate professor of forest resources
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*tt
c said this committee %%fluid be
evaluating "tlunsi not thirdly am.— 
nacted with the academic enterprise ".
Some of the things beinglooked in-
to, she said, are how facults members
....perceise their role in graduate educa-
tion. IA h% students chose this unisersits
and not another, and what sers'ices art
asailable and helpful to them in
' carrying-out research
Caner said the committee has met
with such groups as the Association of
Ziraduate students and the Task Force
on the Status of Women
Organizational structure o an area
hat is being esaluated bs a committee
chaired to Coisenc Alpancler, professor
of management and director of the
Graduate Program in the College ot
Business   Administration
Alpander said while the role of the
overall commission is to establish a goal
of qualits graduate edUcation. " our
subcommittee is working on how we get
there and what structure will get us
there"
' St Rk t 1 page Si
he 4 CM
(continued from page It
•College, University of Nevi
Hampshire, University of
Ma‘%sc u 11 at-Anthent-and-Tefts
and Brown unis et sit sei.
"One of the key reasons for has -
ins the ,.*-• England press con-
ference is to show the people of the
cornmunits that this is not an
isolated es ent. but an national ct
fort," Valenti said
MPAC members said their efforts
In this action will closets parallel the
successful efforts to establish a
university policy of divestnient of all
financtal holdings in companies doing
business in South Africa
• "It took 10 sears to get the bun
dation to divest," Valenti said ••so
- -what we arc trying to do now is get
the wheels in motion "
•Jackson
'continued from page Ii
Parts and
has earned that nomination." Kemp
said "The time has come for all
Republicans to unite behind this man
who has been a fine and loyal vice corm
dent, and to help him he the next firm
dent of the United States "
Bush's remaining two rtsah behased
as though their races were over, es en
though the) kept their candidacies aloe
Sen Bob Dole, all but conceding the
nomination to Bush. spoke to vAmpaign
workers in Washington in*hat sound
ed like a last hurrah — though aides said
he wasn't ready to withdraw
 
the-Kt-rubric-am Parry "mUSt
cast off the restrictions of privilege and
class We must offer help to thf.v.s • who
need it. We must support and defend
coil rights.''
Former telcstsion esangelist Pat
Rnheritn-woi,uiis 17 &its-Mrs 1.1
show for a campaign that has spent S2(
million, took the week off
...... .
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Announcing the quickest
college credit you'll ever get.
Al Of} a AdeVEOP
For all the long
classes. r,41.ive
sweated through
and even-the 4aieS-
you're about to. we're
offering one form of, credft
that's sure to be a breeze.
The MH Student Loan.
We've made getting one quick and easy
via our Itale-44-the-art computerized sys-
tem.'Nw not only can we process your
application in a record time of 24 hOurs, hut
I) y punching a few buttons, our counselors
can tell you the status of your loan in a
matter 4.4.seconds
What's more, after you secure a loan with
us. you can be sectire it will remain with us
Because we would never transfer your
-14-ian to some unknown institutu in like other
banks do
And; ,1 by hiance, you already have a
student loan with another bank tbals
problem Ne can easilysiinseihdate it with
Sear Ban 4 e
tly•
MH Student Loan.
even have a full staff of
education loan experts ready
to answer any questions you
might have. And some you haven't
even thought of yet. On any type of
plan you might want.
Fur instance, if your folks want to help
fund your future at college. you might want
to check out our special tuition plans from
The TuitionPlan. 1.'re the only bank in the
business to offer these tailor-made payment
plans which include a Monthly Budget Pro-
gram. a Pre-Payment Program and an Educa-
tion Loan Program.
So before you make The Big Decision on
which bank to go with, take a minute and -
call us toll-free for a MH Student Loan
application. We've made it all very easy.
Bei ause college is hard eni
Call I 800 MHT-GRAD
We'll help you get where you want to go.
MANUH ovalFACTURERS
MOO ft*
I WI 9/TV Lk499
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
sTuDEN VEDEN \I, CREDIT UNIO:\ 
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Monotypes are on display at Hauck
AN biul
For The Campus 
Belfast expressionist artist Harold
Garde conveys turbulent emotions.
through disturbing images and vigorous
brushwork. Twenty of Garde's
monotypes are on 'display in Hauck
Gallery through April 3.
A monotype is painted on a plate
which is then pressed. onto camas or
paper. Several copies can be made, but
each is as unique as a single painting,
Garde said.
In expressionism, the artist allows
emotion to 0% erride conventional ideas
of reality.
"There are two worlds, the surface
world and the feeling world." he said.
I am trying to find a link between the
In "Party Horn" and "Parade,
the gaiety these titles suggest is absent.
4nstead, what is seen is a disquieting
'portrait of the emotion rxinning beneath
the event. These works emphasize the
difference between visible ..reality and
emotion.
"We tiring our own sense of what the
words mean. My idea of a parade and
your idea of a 'parade. are different.
Parades are not always nappy
things,-" Garde said
Among the monotypes on display arc
several series in which Garde works with
an image by changing certain parts. By
doing this, different aspects of his sub-
ject .are emphasized
Summer Employment Opportunities
With
Merrill/Norstar Bank
Merrill/Norstar Bank has several challenging opportunities
for summer employees Openings exist for tellers at various
branches and for operational support staff at our Exchange
St. office Mid-May availability is preferred If you desire a
rewarding summer job in aprofessional work environment.
contact the Human Resources Dept. for an appointment
941,6000
AlwrillNorstar Bank
paw
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the Challenge SS Take the Medea.* lle Take the 01011enpe 'SS Take the Poll
Can TOM Find TOW Hanna
1
Julia Atkinson Kate E Halpert Terrence C Moore
Jane Marie Averiii Gregory Halpin Petrick A kionn t
Sharon Ballard Phil Hartley David C Morton
Bamford Stopnen A Hills Kevin B Morton
Brian Jay Bowman Stacey E Hong David Mott
Frank M Biauveit. Jr Michael morrigan Daniel E Murphy
Christopher 0 Boothbv Susanne Houston Fred Newhall
Cassandra Borns Katherine Hutchinson Edward L --filibiett
Joseph P Breen Peter Huston David Nivison
Lisa J Briand Peter Inzana James Nixon
Keit& Brophy Stephen Jernberg Cheryl Noel
Elizabeth Burnham Tamara L Karcher Maureen O'Donovan
Susan C Burns Kavid C Keefe Mary O'Neil
Michael G Butler Matthew A Kenney Lisa M Park
Timothy A Byers Deanna H Kissel* Keith M Parry
Anne Carroll Rich Kimball Eric A Peterson
Crystal Caouetto Michael Kimner Mary C Phillips
Lucille T C,arter Brock Kwiatkowsky Gerhard E Plourde
Joanne Chard Elizabeth Ladd Angela A Prescott '
James E Coffin Michelle Lambert Darlene L Ray
Julia Coo. Laurie Uaqualia Thomas Rogers
Martha Collins Karl U. Larson Jean L Romeo
Maureen Costello Janis L Lavender Peter L Rooks
Ailyson A ritockett Rachel Lawrence Jennifer Roshon
ChnstopheriDearse Shiene A Lee Jennifer Sachs 0
Catherine IA D•Wick W Christian Leuteritz Lynne A Shaughnessy 7
•
it Kevin Dietrich Heather Levers David J Shotette
L P Doonttle Scott R Low.* Catherine Styr*
Maureen Drew David L Libby Andres J Smith
Karl Dubay Gregg Lincoln Brian J Smith
Gary Dube Jennifer A Link Elizabeth J Smith
Tami Dube Wayne A Lgtilay Tammy S Snow
P Thomas DuBourg Michael Lynch Edward 0 Sommers
Debbie Duff Catherine MacCionalO Davis; Sou—thwick
Dana Id Dupre Kathleen /A MacDonald Sara-Sue Stewart
Deldre Agnes Dydowicz Earle Mace Kevin J Stilt:Olen
John Ely Patricia A Mallet! Kelly K Stone •
Thomas A Ercoline Dawn M Monks Elizabeth Swenson
Kim Evers ' &Menne *turfman Els/abet* Teiti•••44}
Cynthia Faulkner Shawn IA Menden Sherry L Tracy
Lorraine Faulkner Kathryn Marshall Tam, Tvrarog
John E Fowler Daniel (I Martin Ann-Marie Vaiente
Richard I Gammons Barbara L Martineau Elizabeth A Weingardt t
Lizanne Gertner Heather McCarthy Patricia Wentworth 0
Ashton George Elizabeth McCready Linda I Whinery 7•
Eric Giddinge Lynne McDermott Kirriberty A Whitten
Richard Goodenough Irene McFarland Stott Wilkerson 1
Amy Goodnough Damn McGlinn Brief, J Wilroari
Charles Goodwin. Jr Joseph R Merrill Ann Winship t
Elizabeth Gordon Jonathan 0 Millet* Cheryl A Worsnam
Mark A Gould William C. Mitchell Patricia L Young
Steven A Moore
Thstris is still tim• Seniors • Taa• rht Chalking* '88
Pledge cards car, bo dropped off at Crouton(' Hall or tho Senior Booth in ?he Union 9
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In the two paintings. "Woman and
Cat" and "Devil and Woman" the ar-
tist emphasizes the similarities and dit="
ferences in the relationships depicted. In
both paintings, the scent is the same.
but the woman and *-.11 and the :at and
woman are juxtaposed. The relationship
of one painting to another is as moor-
rant to understanding them as tht pain-
tings are themseheS. Garde said.
• Garde's work also explores personal
relationships. En -"Figures," the two
,people seem at first to be inseparably
bound up in each other. Garde painted
with acrylic on plexiglass which gives an
Impression of levels which, susses* the
This
-different ways of sicssing a relationship
"In 'Figures,' you are looking at both
--the—nimiediate arii.1 -the - remote,"
Garde said.
—Couple" also deals with a relation
ship. The couple 14 painted to suggest
they are kissing or hugging, yet the ar-
tist's use of color implies spite and
conflict.
His art should he % icvsed as a "mir
.ror of emotions" not as a depiction of
the surface svor$d. Garde said It is more
important that a work of an produce an
honest response than an interpretation
"I am trying to make emotional con-
tact with peopk." he said.
is sae of Garde 's m000tspes on dispilly at Hawk
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*Survey
Quality control. program standards
and "what role the graduate School
plays in drawing quality graduate
students lottie University. of Maine" are
issues this committee will take up, he
said.
Donaldson said he expects to be
discussing the "findings" from the com-
mission and surveys, which were sent
out to about 1,400 students and 800
faculty members, by the end of May.
He said the pending plans for
reorganization will not have a negative
impact on the commission's research as
reorganization will be "accomplished
well before we are finished the work of
the commission. "
The commission will be looking at
how "all the chess pieces are moved
around," and see 'how things can be
"enhanced by the new configura-
tion." he slid
The graduate commission is one of
three commissions es &lusting aspects of
 
Icoatiassed from page 2)
the university tnat were established ns
President Lick. The president announc-
.ed in his April 25. 1987 installation ad-
dress that commissions for
undergraduate edutation, graduate
education, and the land grant :sea grant
aspect would be set up
A program planning document from
the presidents office dated ,Feb. 16.
stated: "The Commission will help us
prepare a strategy to be, as the Visiting
Committee recommended, 'strengthen-
ed as a research and doctoral institution
befitting its histoncal role as the land-
grant university,' as well as to provide
a number of graduate and research pro-
grams that stand as beacons for the na-
tion and world."
The Visiting Committee was ap-
pointed by then-Gov. Joseph Brennan
on Aug. 18 to review aspects and the
status of the UMaine System. The report
evaluating this university was Put forth
in January 1986.
The Committee for Student Publications
is now accepting applications for the following positions
'Editor, Doily Maine Campus
*Business Manager, Daily Maine Campus
• Editor, PRISM
• Business Manager, PRISM
•Editor, Maine Review
Application forms are avoilopie from the Dept .of Journalis • -•
Broadcasting. 107 Logo Hall Application deadline is
April 1501.
Impress Future Employers
with a Professional
Looking Resume.
Have your resume typeset 
at
The Dal Maine Campus
inlhi-tasement
of Lord Hall
Just Contact
Karen, Mike, or Jan
and choose what style
of resume you want, at
a reasonable cQst.
AI 
-441111.111111111111,
WITH ()NIA 25 CLASS DAYS 'TIL FINALS. . .
REGISTER WITH
THE MANE MENTOR PROGRAM
AND DISCOVER SOME ANSWERS TO QUES-
TIONS YOU MAY BE ASKING YOURSELF AS THE
SEMESTER'S END APPROACHES:
SENIORS:
mac
•
Do you need to make derwon.s about entployment in the -real world"? Do
vou need to "network" to find out what's "out there" and how to open
the right doors?
JUNIORS:
•
Are you wondering what kinds of jobs .yourdcadenut•rajor may prepare
mu for? Are you questioning your choice of major?
SOPHOMORES:
Do .you need to make decisions about choosing a nutior? Do you wonder
what kind of advice a person working in your field of interest would give?
FRESHMEN:
Do you need to know more about career choices? Would it he reassuring
to hear from career professionaLs that its O.K. not to have all the answers? Do -
you need help in identifying skills and abilities?
THE MAINE MENTOR PROGRAM HAS OVER 600
MAINE ALUMNI WAITING TO BE VISITED AT
THEIR WORKSITES IN BANGOR, PORTLAND,
NEW YORK, BOSTON, OR WASHINGTON D.C.
SAMPLE EMPLOYERS
ON FILE
U.S. Secret Service
Bath Iron Works
S.D. Warren Company
Maine Medical Center
Community Broadcasting
Services
Jackson Labs
Maine Accounting and
Computer Services
John Hancock Insurance
Texas Instruments
Peat, Marwick, Michael &
Company
Leisure Center for the
Handicapped
Kleinschmidt Associates
U.S. General Accounting
Office (Washingtir) ,
Merri1J/Norstar Bank
MEET WITH MENTORS BEFORE THE SEMESTER
ENDS OR REGISTER NOW AND SCHEDULE AP-
POINTMEIN rs AFTER FINALS-OR-DURING THE
SUMMER — ACT NOW!!
Talk to a career counselor at our information table in the Memorial
Union: Every Wednesday, II a.m.-1:10 p.m.
or
Contact: Office of Career Planning and Placement, Wingate Hall.
telephone- 581-1359 - The Division of Student Services.
This program is sponsored by the Office of Career Planning and Placement
and the Alumni Association of the University of Maine.
The Dash Maine ('amp'". Tuesda), March 29, isigg
Support on-campus media
A. s our flag proudly declares five days a week .The Maine Campus has been the University ofMaine newspaper since 1875. Since 1979. it has
been The Daily Maine Campus.
. It is one of the oldest student newpapers in the coun-
try and one of only a handful of dailies on small
university communities.
The word that must be stressed when talking about
the Campus is "student." The UMaine paper- is written,
edited, and laid out by students for students.
Most of our funding comes from advertising.
However, publishing a daily paper is a great expense
and one that cannot be funded sold', through advertis-
ing revenue in a small business community such as the
Orono-Old Town area.
And, over the years. while other public Universities
have supplemented their newspapers' advertising revenue
through a $34 to $48 student activity fee. The Daily
.tfaine Campus has found it increasingly difficult to
maintain high publishing standards with UMiune's $3
communication fee.
Since the Campus is provided to the university com-
munity free of charge. the domMuniCatiou fee -
substitutes for students' subscriptions. .
The fee of $3 a semester has not been raised since it
was instituted and, like everything else, doesn't go as
far as it used to.
via
The Daily Maine Campus therefore proposes that the
communication fee be raised o $6 a semester This
works out to about' $07 an issue for each student. Of
the $6, W'MEB-F5,4, which now gets $.60. would get
$120.
Of the 1.300 college newspapers listed in the Collett
.‘ewspaper Sourcebook, Just 82 are dailies. Including
the Maine Campus, only four of these have enrollments
of fewer than 12.000 students.
The average enrollment of colleges publishing daily
papers is 25.18'4udents.sClearly, the Umversny or
Maine is in a unique position to have a daily
newspaper.
We beliese that by putting the issue of raising the fee
before the students, they will feel that the services pro-
vided h) The Dady Maine Campus and WMEB-FM are
worth $6 a semester
The Daily Maine Campus is the medium through
which most students get their information about the
University of, Maine.
Without the paper publishing every day, the unisersi-
ty would lose its only daily record of campus history
and no medium would be able to step in to fill the
I void:
1 Staff members of The Daily Maine Campus and
WMEB will be circulating petitions this week calling for
a student referendum to raise the communication fee.
'She urge you to sign it
wfuNetutan use%
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Doug- Vanderweide
The fog hugged the ground about
Androscoggin Hall, seemingly grab-
bing the pale yellow grass in an ef-
fort to smother the earth itself. The
warm au reeked of spume rot
A solitary figure stood within the
halo °Wight being cast upon him by
the streetliunp above. He held his
head low, looking at the rain
-soaked -
tar below his feet. He moved his
shoes slowly back and forth, occa-
sionally looking up to view the en-
trance to the ominous it
... He glanced at his watch. The time
was 4- 10 a m
The man knew he had to get in. Fie
knew she was home, he could sec the •
light from her window. He knew she., .
was alone.
He knew she was his.
A sudden crath averted his eyes
from his watch.
The doors to Andro swung wide.
Our Inend smiled It was as if the
gates to Hessen itself had Opened
He ran to them_ Venus waited
within.
- But his run was in vain. As he
reached for the port to his Promised
Land, the doors slammed shut
"You can't go in without an
escort," came the cry from behind
him
The shadowy figure of a heai y-set
woman - Trailed away. "Why don't
you Just go home?" she added
But the visions of her danced in his
head All night he had thought of
her, His mind raced with the thoughts
of he and she, together He oat had
to get in
He sat on the wet sidewalk and
thought His options were exhausted
An hour earlier he had tried bribing
a resident into letting him in
He had no idea she was an R A.
Four times now, he had been told
by residents he needed an escort to
get in
They were uncooperative. They did
not_understand his plight.
lime was running out. The Most
Beautiful Woman In The World lay
within these fortress walls, and
nothing, nay. nothing, would present
his entry.
Not 1,000 R. A.s. Not 1000 heavy-
set. sexless, man-hating women
Not even the fact that he was so
drunk, he couldn't stand and think
at the same time, which was wh) hc_
was. sitting.
Then it dawned on him
Like Mount Vesuvius spewing
forth Molten rock upon hapless
Pompeii. his plan for penetrating the
impregnabk rock before him flowed
forth in his mind
It was brilliant It was more than
brilliant; it was a stroke of genius
The man swung atotiod behind
bushes that lined the front of the
building.
He reached up and fondled the
pane of one of the windows It mov-
ed slightly. He smiled_
He gave the pane a mighty heave.
It did not budge He tried again.
Again, nothing Then he looked
up.
The window was locked.
He looked back down at his feet,
which were covered in spring-rotten
mud.
."To hell with it." he said, and
set home for Hilltop.
The Daily Maine (
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Response
Chadbourne Hall residents have special needs
To the editor:
In response to Linden H.
Mclure't letter to the Campus,
"Students Ignored. on
March 25, we have the follow-
ing comments. As residents of
C'hadbOurne Hall, we, like
those in York Hall, are students
here at the University of Mame.
Our needs must _also be
considered.
To begin with, we agree with
Mr. Mclure's argument that
dorm cOmmunities should not
be broken up 9*.e could
substitute every "York Hall" in
his article with "Chadbourne
Hall" -and he would be arguing
for our collective move. We
don't want the Chadbourne
family separated either.-In the
past year we have endured the
lifestyle change of coming back
to school, and we, like the
residents of York Hall, now
want stability.
Second, we are not "more
important" than the residents
of York. However, com-
promises must be made, and-
they have more choices than we
Study of Early Man
Center is harassed
TO the editor
The Center for the Study of
Early Man has been receiving
phone calls in which uniden-
tified callers Are making
negative comments about the
center's name As the
secretarial and other support
staff here (most of whom are
vroflitfl) *t wish to notify the
unisersity community that in-
terrupting our work in this rude
and inconsiderate way in inef-
fective. We did not choose the
center's name, and we are not
i he awl upt saL ptufyit coin-
plain to about it.
If you would like to express
constructive cnticism about the -
center's name, your comments -
in writing will be appreciated.-
Please send them to: The
Center for the Study of Early
Man (or some recognizably
similar name). 495 College Ave.
Attention: Rob Bonnichsen,
Director.
Please do not harass us at
work any more. Thank you.
The Staff
Information wanted
To the editor.
On Friday March 25 or early
morning the 260, my I9e3 Red
Plymouth Sopparo was stolen
from the side parking lot of Phi
Eta Kappa. My cat was spotted -
Saturday morning by the Old
Town Police near the Ames.
Shopping Center wrapped
around a tree.
. If anyone can give any infor-
mation that can lead to an ar-
rest, a reward will be offered.
You can leave an anonymous.
letter Of phone call with me at --
Phi Eta KaPPa. 911-4178. •
David Keefe
do We cannot live in Chad-
bourne Hall any longer. If we
move to 4th floor York,
students there have the option
of living in the same dorm. If
we don't move to York Hall,
we have NO options. Mr.
Mclure, you are losing one
floor. We are losing our entire
home.
Furthermore, we would like
to address the misinformation
about non-traditional students.
We are not from another
planet. We 'simply have a dif-
ferent perspective. We are older
When writing:
The Daily Maine Cam-
pus welcomes letters to the
editor and commentaried
from the university--com-
munity. In order -10 -verify
the Validity of letters, we
must have a name, address,
and telephone number.
Although the newspaper
wekomes anonymous letters,
it will not print them unlessa
special arrangement is made
with the editor. Letters
should be 300 words or less,
and commentaries about 450
words. The Maine Cam-
pus reserves the right to edit
letters and commentaries for
length, taste, and libel.
So let the university com-
munity know what's on your
mind. You nemor know what
writing a letter can do for
you.
students returning to school,
and because we have been in-
dependent in the workplace or
the service, we have special
needs that traditional students
do not, and these facilitate our
need to be moved as a unit. It
would be infinitely easier-for
residents of 4th floor York to
integrate themselves with other
traditional students in other
dorms than it would be for us
to do so.
However,- our -special
needs" don't discount our need
to be accepted on this campus.
College is the time to open your
minds, folks.
Finally, this decision has
already been made. It was cer-
tainly not our decision. Instead
of fighting with each other, we
should now search for ways to
make this situation comfortable
for everyone involved.
Karen Beskalo
Beth Plaxco
Irene Miller
Chadbourne Hall
Sorority forgets to
thank DJs for help
To the editor:
I feel that there has been an
- oversight done by the sisters of
Gamma Sipna Sigma. In their.
"letter tote editor," before
break (March 3). They thank-
ed everyone and forgot the two
most important people - the
D.J.s. Not only did Tim Sorel
and Captain Jack (Kiss 94) pro-
side free service, but they
donated their equipment and
talent to help Gamma Sigma
-Sigma. Please remember this
-the next time you ask for dona-
tions - it's difficult to thank
everyone, but surely don't
forget some of the most impor-
-tent people. Keep up the good
work Gamma Sig.
Brigitte Dionne
Old Town
Envelope misplaced
To the editor:
I lost (misplaced) my impor-
tant envelope on March 21st.
It's about Japanese traditional
theaters.
I need it for my theater class,
and also two books inside it are
borrowed and very hard to
replace. I want to get it back
whoever it was that picked it up
and took it.
Be on the look out for a very
important envelope. My ad-
dress and name are on it. The
envelope is 8X II" and contains
two books and photocopies. If
you have any information
about this envelope, please con-
tact rfit at 317 Boivntine or
581-4623. Thank you.
Yukiko Nakayomo
Balentine Hall
Limitations needed on creativity
Where* the. limirt
Literature has evolved over the centuries as a
valuable source of information. Creativity, and im-
agination: Writers, editors and reporters has e a com-
mitment within their limitation to promote accuracy,
interest, and- viability. Reporters inform the public,
while editors screen and correct information making
it suitable and accurate for the public.
But what about the commitments of a writer?
I can appreciateihe efforts of Whetstone to publish
 
—whatever-is. conuibuted them- their wilt:4_1=as
to be; take everything with a smile, leave it alone, and
add it to the next publication. This means that a writer
should be creative, organized and open-minded.
I read John Ripley's feature about a photographer
in. Vietnam, "The Blind Sometimes See," and I was
appalled that Ripley and his editors would consider
publishing such a fictitious, perverted form of
literature. Being open-minded is irrelevant when the
content of writing such as this creates a negative at-
titude and a pointless message. Open-mindedness is not
the same thing as imagination. This account is creative-
ly fabricated, but not approached. objectively.
It is not to say that I would want to read an actual
account oldie violent acts of Vietnam over a fictitious
account, but the first thing a writer learns after Syn.
Commentary
by Steve Pappas
—tax...-arainsuar_andstyle is that you never writeabout
something of which you know little or nothing.
Newspapers, books and magazines are opportunities
for writers to present ideas, educational literature and
creativity to the public. The Daily Marne Campus
reports the news whether it is local, regional or na-
tional. Whetstone offers acreative side to writing, but
both offer rules, if not within their organizations, they.
follow the rules that society builds.
The university and The Daily Maine Campus do not
censor material published in Whetstone, it is an in•
dependent entity although it has a role; a character in
"The UMaine cast.
These efforts should be tactful and in good taste,
not an insult to the public. Society, young or aged,
frowns upon graphic violence and the promotion of
fabricated, fantastical atrocities in casual, "sit-down"
publications such as newspapers and tabloids.
What happened to Whetstone's efforts to publish
an almost-pacifist newspaper? Shouldn't the respon-
sibility of a'volunteer newspaper on a university be a
source. of peace, good and creativity instead of a
tabloid promoting violence?.
Congratulations are due, though. Imagination and
graphic descriptions are difficult to write, they are rare.'
Talents such as these should be vented elsewhere. Let
_ctinitvversial issues
 die,  there are millions of others 
to spark.
As journalists, writers and readers, we should Justify
content.
Ripley's efforts were the last straw .
Society has created certain norms that will not cause
embarrassment and trouble for writers. Vulgarity and
obscenity share no place in the media.
Many stories appearing in this month's Whetstone
promote violence and perversion which break the
norms society has built regarding literary constraints.
I am not saying that I know what happened in Viet-
nam, nor am I laying that Mr: Ripley and Whetstone
are wrong. I am not saying that I know everything.
!may be wrong. but I believe creativity and imagina-
tion share certain limitations
C •
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Police break up anti-Noriega march
PANAMA CITY, Panama (AP) —
Police and soldiertiusing shotguns, rub-
ber truncheons and tear gas broke up a
march Monday by thousands of op-
ponents of Panama's strongman. Gen.
Manuel Antonio Noriega.
Meanwhile, 'a general stnke that has
closed down an estimated 90 percent of
Panama's industry and commerce
entered its second week.
Ignoring an order to disperse, a crowd
of more than 10,000 cheering people
began walking toward the capital's cen-
tral business district Monday afternoon.
Minutes later, a tanker truck equip-
ped with a turret over the .cab sped
through the line of march, spraying hun-
dreds of people with a choking mixture
of water and chemicals that sent them
fleeing into side streets
Behind the truck charged police and
soldiers firing birdshot and beating peo
plc with 18-inch-long rubber
truncheons.
As people fled the scene in panic, they
left Central .Avenue littered with their
shoes. Reporters saw at least two peo-
ple trampled in the rush, including a
woman who suffered a compound leg
fracture.
Before the march began. U. Col
Virgilio Mirones of the Panama Defense
Forces urged the protesters to disperse
"We don't want to fight With the
Panamanian people," the officer said
tlfroiigh a megaphone. "We want to
fight the United States." .
But swelling crowd Jeered at him,
shooting, "Join us, join us" and
"Noriega must go."
The United States has called for
• Noriega's ouster since he was indicated
in Florida in February on drug-
trafficking charges. The Defense Forces
Classifieds
Earn Shundreds weeklyi in your
spare time. United Services of
America is looking for
 homeworkerk to perform mail Xi-
vices. -Incentive programs
available. For information send
large self-addressed stamped
envelope to U.S.A. 24307 Magic
Mtn. Pkwy., Suite 306, Valencia,
CA 91355.
EDVCAT1ON JOBS FALL
1988:-Local & National, Place-
ment, Service Teachers Admin
all subject areas. CONTACT E
Mack, Education Job Search, Box
223, Georgetown, MA 01833(617)
3524471
Oral° apartments - showing and
beam apts for next fall for ap-
pointment call 827-2402 or
827-7231
Typing service available! Will do
t_term papers, dissertatioalit,411118,,
or anything else you need typed.
Quality--; proofed work. Pick-
up/delivery available. Call
943-2163
Summer houust-sitter Fairfield.
ME. Grad student pref. 634-3326.
FOR SALE--IBM PC convertible
computer.-kI a. PC- iiiid more.
Use it in your home with its
monochrome display, or fold it in-
to your backpack or briefcase and
take it into the field with its LCD
display. Automatically adapts to •
voltage in any country atcl has a
built-in battery which lasts for 10
hours and recharges when you
plug the computer in.-Comes with--
640K bytes of memory, two 3 1/2
inch disk drives, LCD and
Monochrome displays, DOS 3.0.
Lotus. and Professional Write.
Asking S1.200--call 581-1267 days
and 866-3134 evenings, ask for
Michael.
REWARD: Lost diamond dinner
ring in women's room, first floor,
Wingate Hall. Sentimental value.
Please return to Jan Levasseur.
No questions asked. 581-13011
Warm. caring. adventurous, pro-
fessional couple would like to
adopt a newborn child. If you, Or
someone you know, is looking for,
a losing home for a baby, call—
Gregg & Judy 1603) 463-5575 or
our lawyer David Bamford (6031
868-2414 if sou prefer.
Learn professional bartending - -8
week course, TIPS and the Maine
Program Certified. Classes start
April 4, evenings. Limited enroll-
ment Call 942-4725 or 843-5623
for more info.
FREE Facials and glamour
makeovers given by a trained pro-
fessional Mary Kay beauty consul-
- tent. For appointments. call
5111-4526 and ask for Joann,
- -
REW ARD! My 1988 red
Plymouth Sopporo was stolen and
totaled the night of Friday March
anyone has any information
that can lead to an arrest, a reward
will be offered You can leave a
anonymous letter or phone call to
David Keefe at Phi Eta Kappa.
581-4178.
ADOPT: Loving, well educated
and financially secure couple anx-
ious to welcome a white infant in-
to its happy boast. Legal 'sod coo-
fidential . Expenses paid. Call col-
lect between 10-12 a.m. (303)
-”-4367
Roommate wanted short-term on-
ly April 24-June 1 Ideal for May
term fully furnished 2 bedroom
house 11/2 mi. from campus on
bus RT IXWYM-us utiI. 54i1s. Roh
Robinson 866-3110.
Restored 1974 Super Beetle.
tv /new hi-performance engine &
new paint. Many extras. Call
581-4839 (room 436) for details
52000 or Ei.0
Classifieds are 50` per hoe. They
are published oa Tues. & Thurs.
sad are due Mos. & Wed. before
moos.
chief has said he is innocent. -
The Reagan administration has also
imposed a number of economic sanc-
tions on Panama and supported. efforts
by -former President Eric Arturo
Delvalk to freeze Panama's deposits in
U.S. .banks.
Monday's demonstration was one of
the largest in months. Like others, it was
smashed with drill-like precision. An
hour after it ended, squads of soldiers
had 'Occupied every major intersection
and most streets intthe city.
The mayors of Panama -City and one
of its largest, poorer suburbs had warn-
ed protesters not to violate a ban on
demonstrations that "subvert public
order. "
In a communique published in slate-
run newspapers on Monday, the mayors-
said. the ban imposed Oct. 19. 1987 was
still in effect.
-The papers also carried a statement
from the principal pro-gos-ernment
political party calling fora protest rally
in front of the Embassy later
Monday.
"The rule seems to apply to one (pro-
test) but not the other," said Jose
Fausides,th4pecietary of the Panama •
roan Human Rights Commission
Since the bat major demon_stration on.
March 16, soldiers in full combat gear
have patrolled the. streets.
The cash-short government issued
checks Monday to its lowest-psid retired._
public servants living in Panama City
and Colon, those whose semi-monthly
pension benefits come to 5150 or less.
Those living in other cities and retirees
whose benefits total more than 5150
every two weeks were told they would
be paid later in the week.
Many, however, were skeptical,
noting that gmernment offices normally
closed during the end of Holy Week
An estimated 55.000 people normal-
ly receive government pension, but there
was no official estimate of how many
got paid Monday
The 15,000 members of Panama's
Defense Forces did not receive their
wages last week and the government ap-
parently doesn't have the cash to meet
a $33 million payroll for. some 130,000
civilian workers later this week.
The government earlier had indicated
it would make at least partial payments
to"all of its retirees, but that plan ap-
parently was put aside.
Banks were closed on March 3 after
a' run on deposits triggered by the
dismissal of Delvalle by the National
Assembly . dominated.. by__Noriega
supporters
Attorneys for Delvalle, who still is
recogriged by the Reagan administra-
tion as Panama's president, managed to
freeze millions of dollars in government
funds on depoZit in U.S. banks.
Theontill. thief of state hand-picked
by 14cwiega. Manuel Solis Palma, told
delegates at a "Sohdanty with Panama"
conference Monday that Washington's
actions constituted a -total, brutal and
-shameless aggression."
treacherous attack is not only
an attack on our country, but on all the
small and humble countries of the
world." Solis Palma told the
representatives of populist or leftist
political parties from about 20 nations.
'0 '0 V '0 • '0 V V V V '0
* *
_4( Attention:Freshman Women! *
* *
* *
--1_, 
Want to be a Sophomore Eagle? *
*
* *
* 
Come meet the 1987-1988 Eagles:
*
* 
When:TONIGHT! Tuesday. March 29
*
* Time: 7:00 p.m. *
* Where:Sutton Lounge, Memorial Union *
* *
Senate Seats Available
Student Government needs one
Senator for Ballentine Hall, Hart, Knox
Oxford, and Oak. Student Government is
also in need of four off-campus Senators
and one University College Senator. If in-
terested, contact John O'Dea, third floor,
Memorial Union, or call 1775.
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Bears split doubleheader
Slack Bear pitcher Jim Dees delivers to the plate. 1Fillon was handed his fourth
IIIMBiI the seasonMoaday by. Ualversity of Massachusetts. 3.2, in the fin( game
al a doable header st tbilass. The Black Bean earned a split in the second game.
sallaming 3-3. The ION gives Uhiniae 10-14 record.
TVs weekesd the Pith Dears travel to Minaesota to compete in the Pillsbun
tournament in the hieiteelowe, home of the orkl Champion Minnesota Tcins.
Other teams partkipatias MO be the Colversity of Iowa. Florida state I niversity
and tb I anemia, of Minnesota.
—Ode to. the seniors John Holyoke
For the past two years I've covered
the Unisersity of Maine women's
basketball team, and both yews rye
watched the end of the season come with
apprehension, feeling that I'd somehow
come up short in my goals for covering
the team.
The timing of season's end could be
one reason' for my feelings, is Spring
Break has coincided with the Bears'
Seaboard Conference championship
game for two years.
This creates an unfortunate two-week
lag time from the day the game is played
until the time a story would be read.
General con.sensus is that, news two
weeks old is too stale to use
Though—tbe--official season ended-
almost a month ago, the Bears lost 75-55
to the Norwegian national team Sunday
in an exhibition to totally wrap up the
year. And unlike last year. I'm getting
the chance to do a seasonal wrap-up of
my own.
The memories are vivid, and the
.season was yet another in a string of
Black Bear womcns's hoop successes.
Hopefully a trip down memory lane
show more about what this team was
then 100 game stories could hope to do.
This one is for the seniors.
I remember:
Watching senior Liz Coffin break the
all-time scoring record, score her
2,00h point, and prove once and for
all that she is the best player the Univer-
sity of Maine has ever seen.
She shot, rebounded, dribbled, pass-
ed, dove for loose balls and did
whatever else you could ask a player to
do, and finally was rewarded with a SC
player of the year award this season.
As a pan-time pick-up hoop player.
I have played against her myself. And
while I'll be the first to admit that my
hoop heroics ricalseu iii about sev 
grade, I learned a lot about the game by
getting my butt beaten around the court
by her.
Two -years- ago she taught -inc-that-
"women's" basketball needs no prefix;
the way she and this team play the game,
it is just plain, tough, take-it-at-em
basketball. The word "women's," if
used, does not mean "at a lower
level," or "less physical. "
I remember:
Watching Debbie Duffs effortless
*jumpshot tickle the twines, time after
time. The classic underrated player,
Duff was the kind of player who snuck
up on the opponent, in the scorebook
and on the court.
She had an uncanny knack for corn -
If at first you, don't succeed...
Dave Greely
Yeah, I know what ,you're going to
say,
"That Greely- clown only picks one
of :the Final Four When the field is
down to. the Sweet 16 and now he's
going to try and pick again!"
Well, the way I figure it I've gOt
a much better chance now with only
four teams left, so here goes.
In one semifinal, it's Duke against
Kansas:-
I figured Duke would exit to the
surprising Rhode Island Rams. I
missed by a point. Not that I have
anything winst Duke, but I'm go-
Mg With Kansas.
Why? Simple._ Danny Manning.
The Naismith Award winner can
obviously play a little hoop. Contrary
to popular belief, Danny Ferry is not
the key to the Blue Devils' chances.
The man that has toiled away without
getting much credit is Billy King.
—King is a defensive stalwart, with
perhaps his most impressive job of
the year-coming Saturday agairitt-
Temple's Mark Macon. Macon toss-
ed up brick after brick in the face of
King's defensive torment. With King
hounding him, the Freshman of the
Year heaved up eight airballs and the
Owls 'weredone. But King won't
cover the towering Manning, and that
will be the difference.
Despite Duke's tenacious defense.
Manning will control the game.
When he wants the rock, he's unstop-
pable. Having remained at Kansas
despite the big-bucks lure of the
NBA. Manning wants this one bad-
ly. He'll get it. Manning erupts for
20 second-half points on his way to
a game high 28 and Milt Newton adds
17 and 10 rebounds. In a nip-and-
tuck affair, Manning takes over in
crunch time. Rick Barry's _son,
Scooter, does dad proud by hitting
four clutch free throws down the
stretch. The home crowd chants of
"Rock, Chalk, Jayhawk!" don't
hurt. Kansas wins, 67-64.
The other semifinal is a classic with
the run-and-gun Sooners of
Oklahoma facing the Arizona
Wildcats.
This is a tough one. Oklahoma has
loads of talent . and loads of
nicknames with Stacey "Sky" King,
,Harvey Grant. "Mockic" Blaylock
and Rickey "Amazin" Grace press-
ing ruAtiing and jaMming at every op-
portunity. In the Southeast regional
final, the Sooners just wore Villanova
down and pulled Sway late.
But Arizona is not a team that is
going to be worn down. Coach Lute ..
Olson uses his beriv:h early and often. -
The talent is obvious. All-American
forward Sean Elliot will benefit as the -
Wildcats break Oklahoma's preas;:-7:.
The front court of Tom Tolbert. An-- -
thony Cook and Elliot should be able
to contain King and Grant. If they •
do, and if guard Steve Kerr can han-
dle the Sooner pressure, the 'Cats will
advance. Arizona wins in a wild one,
104-99.
The final looks like a mismatch on
paper, but Kansas has been
-overachieving and they'll have the ad-
antage of playing in Kansas City.
There have been plenty of supposed
mismatches in recent years (see
Villanosa vs. Georgetown and
Houston vs. North Carolina .Slate)
that haven't turned out the way they
were supposed to. Not this time.
Arizona has too much talent and
is playing far to well to let it slip away
now. The Wildcats' collapsing 2-3
zone will contain Manning. If you
don't think so, take a peek at what
they did to North Carolina's T. R.
Reid Sunday. The man with the best
haircut in basketball was held to 10
points. Manning will fare slightly bet-
ter, but his 18 points won't be nearly
enough. Elliot pumps in 26 as The
Gumbies, Arizona's reserves, go ab-
solutely bananas„ Arizona wins
21 AV.
Well, maybe. Then again Duke
might beat Oklahoma in the final.
Your guess is probably better than
mine.
Dave Greely is a senior journalism
major who knows the real Final Four
is in Lake Placid.
lag up with the ball in key situations.
Many were the games I'd look down at
the stat sheet and see; ;urprisir.g, yet
completely Duff-like line score. Usual-
ly it looked something like "six shots at-
tempted, five shots made, two for two
from the foul line, five rebounds, three
assists." •
She produced, but in such a quiet way
she was often overshadowed by team-
mates. She said she ificht't care, and that-
as long as the coach knew she could
play, she was happy. I just wonder how
many fans realize the kind of stability
she offered the Bears.
I remember:
Talking with Crystal Cummings when
she completed the huge three-
dimensional murals which adorn the
wall of The Pit.
Coach Peter Gavett had told me that
he recruited smart, talented people who
were not just basketball players. Look-
ing at the murals and writing a story
about Cummings' project showd me
exactly what Gas'ett had meant.
She was a basketball player and an ar-
tist, or maybe an artist and a basketball
player. I never asked her how she plac-
ed the two talents, but I do remember
something she told me. She said that
long after she finished playing basket-
ball, the murals would remain on the Pit
walls, and she felt good about that.
I remember:
The Northeastern-BU road trip I toot
with the team last season, on which I
learned that Joanna Hamilton is not on-
ly a guard on the basketball team, but
is also the team enforcer, mechanic, and
general comic.
A hard-worker, Hamilton played 140
minutes in 29 games this year. But
without knowing it, she taught me a year
ago that the sole measuring stick of a
player's importance to a team is not in
how much they play, or how many
points they score. importance also deals
with intangibles which can make spen-
ding hundreds of hours with the same
15 people more enjoyable.
The Dash Maine campus, Tuesday. March 29. 1968
The Big Eight is no longer a joke
KANSAS CITY. Mo. 4AP) — When
the Big Eight said it would be hosting
this year's NCAA Final Four, no one
dreamed how right that would be.
For years. Big Eight basketball was a
ioke, even to Big Eight players. Basket-
ball, they ruefully agreed, was Just
something the conference did between
!oot ball and spring football..
It seemed that tew nationally
recruited players ever sprang from high
schoqts in the Big Eight area, and the
..Ynes who did quickls fled to the Big Ten
or -the Atlantic Coast Conference and
the like. Football was absolute. un-
disputed king in Middle America where
Oklahoma and Nebraska challenged
year after year for national
championships. •
But then. sknitlyr-the winds of change
began to blow. Coaches like Larry
Brown, Billy Tubbs and Johnny Ore
were hired ar places like Kansas,'
Oklahoma and Iowa State. Players like
Wayman Tisdale and Danny Manning
were coaxed into signing Big Elslit
letters-of-intent.
New arenas were built at Oklahoma,
Missouri, Iowa State, Nebraska and
Colorado. Other facilities were upgrad-
ed. More money. was spent on basket-
ball than ever before
Now, with the Final Four back in
Kansas City's own Kemper Arena, the
so-called football conference has not
one but two Final Four teams.
Kansas, with two-time All-American
%fanning, will contest Duke of the ACC
in the first semifinal Saturday and then
Oklahoma. once a basketball doortnat,
will meet 'Arizona in semifinal No. 2.
atching two Big Eight teams get
into our own Final Four was the most
exciting thing I ever saw," said Bill
Hancock. associate commisioner of the
Big Eight and one of ilk major figures
in planning and running this 50th an-
niversary Flan] Four -
"It's just -a dream come true for us
after all those years of struggling so
hard," Hancock said. "We hoped
against hope we would get a team in the
Final Four. Now we have two. It's Just
unbelievable Coaches and athletic
directors from all ()set the conference
have been calling each other and offer-
ing congratulations. "
. When the season opened. Big Eight
coaches told anybody who would listen
that their league had come of age By
the season's end, three of the league's
four all-time leading scorers Were win-
ding down brilliant careers. Manning at
Kansas. Jeff Grayer at Iowa State and,
Derrick Chievous at Missouri. It is corn-
monis thought that most of this year's
second-team all-Big Eight squad would,
in the lean years, have been prime
candidates for conference player-
of - t he-year .
Money as well as honor will accrue to
Big Eight schools. With rise teams get-
ting invited and Kansas. Oklahoma and
Kansas State making the Final EighLthe
conference figures to split almost S75
(.4 No matter how
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" People are talking about the money
and getting out their calculators to total
up all the dollars..but to be *lest. what
the Big Eight is getting out of this is ab-
solutely priceless," Hancock said.
"Compared to what we're getting in
terms of prestige, the money is secon-
dary. The glare of the national media at
the. Final Four is awesome, and hail' of
that is going to be trained on the Big
Eight Conference. It's "ke a priceless
work of art ••
Spring training
baseball scores
Vitae Sea 10. Tigers 7
Jack Moms. allowed five runs and 10
lilts Monday in 4 1-3 intungs as the
Detroit Tigers lost to the Chicago White
SOX 10-7.
The big hit for the White Sox was a
grand slam by Mark Salm off Dave
Beard during Chicago's five-run sixth
inning
Twins 4. Reds 1
Kirbs Puckett hit a three-run homer
in the eighth inning off Guy Hoffman
_ _ to give M111111110flf as victory OS CI Cm-
iAinati. Greg Gagne's homer oil Ron
`1 1obinson leading off the game ac-
cowited for the other run
r
') nabs 4. Raison 3
Milt Thompsori's 'two-out single of
Ed Van& Berg dtose home Stese 1 r
with the wuuung run to lift Phil • ia
oet'Taa.
Tenas got all three of its r ns in the
first 'on a solo homer by .1 ry Browne
and a two-run. shot by Sierra off
Don Carman
flk ilhvf ii) giggk hi,
tore r rsen get to the
puns h
MI1s
her Liughter. bring a smile
ii im Like v. uh AT&T Readt
0?t and touch 10171rUfle
11 \ Pll like t. kiunet-
Wee Jays 5, nab 3
Rance Mul iks• two-run, sesenth
inning sing helped Toronto beat St
1 outs TWO Moseby. Tony Fernandez
and Go6rie Bell also drose in runs for
TO9AtO While Terry Prndieton homered
12.af the Cardinals
Pirates S. Rosh 3
Brian Fisher pitched six shutout inn-
ings for Pittsburgh. limiting Kansas Ci-,
ty to three hits and striking out seven.
Junior Ortiz had a two-run single in the
three-run Pittsburgh eighth and Barry
Bonds had three hits for the Pirates.
Meb S. lied Set 2
Bob Ojeda pitched six innings as New
York snapped Boston 's ses en- game win-
ning streak and equaled its best-ever
spring training victory total with 15.
Oieda allowed ses en hits and Boston got
both its runs th the second, when he was
called for three balks.
seri Is rs like the AT&T Card,
cill ti% at 1 i,100 222 0300-i
ANT
The right choice
13. Ikewerr 3
Ken Phelps hit two homers, one
...grand slam, and drove in seven runs to
lead Seattle oser Milwaukee Phelps'
two-run homer off loser BilkA%-egman.
0-3, capped a three-run third. and his
grand slam off Paul Mirabella wrapped
up a six-run Seattle fourth inning
Indians 13, Cubs 6
Jay Bell drove in four runs — two
during Cleveland's rise-run first inning
of Nipper — and Mel Hall had four
hitt and three RBI for the Indians
Cleveland starter Rich Yett got the
victory despite allowing us runs, four
earned, on se% en hits in 4 2-3 irnirr
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Monday's Spc_orts Transactions
BASEBALIk National-League
American League
. b()STON RED SOX — Assigned Pat'
Dodson, first baseman; 'Danny Sheaf-
fer. catcher, and Rob Woodward. John
Leister .and Zach Crouch, pitchers, to
their minor league -camp
CHICAGO WHITE SOX — Assign-
ed Joel Davis. pitcher. to Vancouver of
the Pacific Coast League
DETROIT TIGERS — Acquired
Don Schulze, pitcher. from the Min-
nesota Twins for Karl Best, pitcher
Released Tim. Lollar . pitcher. .
KANSAS CITY ROYALS — Assign-
ed Larry Owen, catcher, to Omaha of
the American Association. Placed Ed
Hearn. catcher. on the disabled list.
MILWAUKEE BREWERS —
Assigned Ronn Reynolds, catcher, t
their minor league complex.
SEATTLE MARINERS — R
Mike Trujillo. pitcher PI • Scott
Bankhead, pitcher, on the 1 -day disabl-
es! list Assigned Phil 0 cite, catcher:
Brick Smith. first Ii an. and Don-
nell Nixon and'ac Hensel. out-
fielders. to C of the Pacific Coast
League. Ass • Rod Scurry. pitcher,
and Net • Simmons. outfielder, to
their or league camp.
T ONTO BLUE JAYS— Assign-
e Glenallen Hill. outfielder, to
ISCUSe of the International I cague.
Assigned Eric Yelding, shortstop, to
Knoxville-of the Southern League.
11 
-
NI — Named Gary darling and
Mark Hitschbeck ompires.
ATLANTA BRAVES — Traded Jeff
Dedmon, pitcher, to the Cleseland In-
dians for a player to be named later.
BASKETBALL
LOS ANGELES CL Sign-
ed Claude Gregory. forward. f re-
mainder ro the season arid e Burtt,
guard, to a 10-day c act
OOTBALL
ationa; Football League
KANSAS CITY CHIEF'S -- Signed
Ron Monaco.—Dan MacDonald and
__Kun Norman, and Bob Siandefer.
&tensor tackle
HOCKF.1
National Hockey League
HARTFORD WHALERS — Signer.
Jody Hull, forward, and Adam Burt.
defenseman, to multiyear contracts
Signed Marc LaForge. defenseman
Agreed to terms with Peter
Sidorkiewicz, goaltender
Apartments Available
for September. 1988
1-5 Bedrooms
Walking Distance to Campus
!Mown Properties
866-2516
MAY TERM 1988
May 9 - May 27
Registration
April 8 is the deadline for registration Couises with in-
sufficient enrollment will be cancelled as of April
8. Studerds may register for scheduled courses after April
18 if space is still available.
Registi,ation will be on "Continuing Educaiton Division"
materials. which may be obtained at 122 Chadbourne Hall.
Tuition
Undergraduate- $53.00 per credit hour
Iraduate- $61.00 per credit hour
P ment of tuition and fees: may be paid at time of
registration or yogi maybe billed and pay prier-le-the first
class meeting
Housing
Double room per week - $55.00
Single room per week - $65.00
Dining halls will not be open during May Term.
Meals may be obtained at the Union.
" To register, call or visit the C.E.D. office in 122
Chadbourne Hall, phone 581-3142.
****************************
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PEP RALLY
Today at 12 Noon in the field house—
*
College from the Inside Out
U. is written by students for students, and will feature important articles
Photographs and cartoons selected from university newspapers fror"
across the country
THE MAINE CAMPUS
is a charter member of the American Collegiate Network whic,-
has made the introduction of the exciting new publicat:on
possible
The Arnencan Cokapale Network Santa Monica Cailtornsa
PT•orep 734502921
WHAT IF YOU
DON'T GET
INTO THE GRAD
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No gaineNo pain.
Keeping your werght at a moderate level may scale
down your risk of heart attack So maintain a healthy
diet and lighten up on your heart
------- •
V 
American Heart Association
'MlkFiGHTING FOR YOUR LIRE
 
 Passover Seders
Beth El .(Reform): Catered Congregational Seder,
Friday evening, April t, Contact: Jeff
Sosnaud, 947-2088 (evenings) no later than
Wednesday. March 30.
Beth Israel (Conservative): Home hospitality can be
provided for first Seder (Friday evening,
April 1); Catered Congregational Seder,
Saturday evening, April 2. Contact: Norman
Minsky, 942-4644 (days), 945-5137 (evenings)
no later thanWednesday. March 30.
Provided by Maine Hillel, Jewish Students Organization
Tly Maine COMMAS. Tuesday, March 29, 19148
AIMQ Met NM 'OW Warairariaffigit 41E MSC AMIVait MSC
db. •1
What do the Campus's Dave 0
Greely, Mike BourQue and John
Baer have in common with the
UMaine hockey team?
0
A: Not much, but they'll all be in I
:Lake Placid for the Final Four. I
'See Friday's issue for our corn- ;
Oplete coverage.
aiseiroenear,„•:•/ear,e-aatoo:groe-aosee".aa/iss./.‘300•'"diroe-eardo".a..enitr
Patricia Campbell
Public Affairs Director
National Military Medical School
Washington, D.C.
will speak on admissions
Tuesday. March 29th ; 4-5 p.m.
101 Bennett Hall
Sponsored by Howard Patterson Health
&AWE' 
***Attention***
All Seniors!!!
Senior Class Meeting
Wednesday, March 30th
7:00 p.m.
in 100 Neville Hall
nrnportant InformatiOn*
on
*Senior Week*
\k_
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